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The need to recharge and eventually replace batteries is increasingly significant for operating a variety of wearable electronic devices. Rapid advances in the functions of electronic devices have stimulated the requirements for portable and sustainable power sources, thus opening the possibility of using human biomechanical energy as a promising alternative power source. Respiration is a unique form of spontaneous and stable source of human biomechanical energy that is currently untapped, and has the potential to be converted to a sustainable power source for low power wearable electronic devices and integrated body sensor networks. However, effectively harvesting respiration energy characterized by low frequency and low force, is currently a technological challenge, and cannot be well-achieved by classical energy harvesting methods. In this work, a triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) is demonstrated as a small and light-weight wearable respiratory energy harvester (wREH), capable of tracking rate and depth of respiration, and can be utilized as a self-powered respiratory motion sensor.

Although TENGs have been demonstrated as a promising technology for mechanical energy harvesting, they have a high inherent impedance which poses a major challenge to their effective integration with electronic systems for practical applications. The high inherent impedance creates a huge mismatch when TENGs are directly integrated with energy storage devices that usually have low impedance, resulting in low energy conversion efficiency. This problem is generally treated by power management circuits which have a limited effect. In this
work, a synchronous switching approach is developed, which has been shown to enhance the TENG output energy by over a factor of two and lower the optimum load resistance, from megaohms to ohms.

Contact electrification in a TENG occurs only when two dissimilar triboelectric surfaces are contacted. However, there exists no theoretical relationship between contact force and triboelectric charge transfer in TENGs. Accordingly, a charge-force relationship is presented by combining the theories of contact electrification and contact mechanics, which successfully explains the tendency of charge transfer. Furthermore, a method to design simulation experiments to predict the TENG output within an order of magnitude using its structural parameters, is presented as an effective design tool.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 HUMAN BIOMECHANICAL ENERGY HARVESTING – THE NEED/OPPORTUNITY AND CHALLENGES

Miniaturization and increase in functionality are the most important trends in electronic technology, making wearable devices one of the most rapidly growing technologies in computing and healthcare. Personal body area network (BAN) provides medical, lifestyle, assisted living, sports, and entertainment functions for the user [1, 2]. Currently, batteries are necessary to power such systems, and are a significant source of size, weight, and inconvenience. Furthermore, the need to recharge batteries or eventually replace them constitutes a significant limitation on operating time of portable and wearable electronics [3, 4]. The limited lifetime and energy storage have made rechargeable batteries the bottleneck of wearable technology, as they limit their sustainable operation [5, 6]. With the anticipated increase in use of wearable technology, there are concerns about potential environmental and human health impacts of rechargeable lithium batteries in electronic waste. This is due to the presence of potentially toxic materials including metals, such as copper, nickel, and lead, and organic chemicals, such as toxic and flammable electrolytes [7]. Recovery, recycling, and reuse of lithium battery materials will be complex and challenging, and therefore there is a need to develop sustainable energy alternatives [8]. Fortunately, advances in low power design has brought down the energy requirements of wearable electronic devices and wireless sensor networks to the scale of microwatts and milliwatts, making
human biomechanical energy harvesting a promising clean alternative to electrical power supplied by batteries [9-11]. Human biomechanical energy harvesting has therefore attracted increasing attention in the past decade [12, 13].

Human biomechanical energy harvesting generally refers to converting mechanical energy available from various sources in the human body to electrical energy. There are two sources of human biomechanical energy: momentary and spontaneous. Momentary sources include discontinuous activities such as walking, running, upper limb motions, etc., whereas spontaneous sources include continuous activities such as blood pressure, heartbeat, respiration, etc. The human body is a tremendous source of energy. An average person of 68 kg with 15% body fat stores ~390 MJ of energy. Muscles convert this stored chemical energy into positive mechanical work with an efficiency of about 25% [14]. If only a fraction of this energy can be unobtrusively harvested, batteries could be eliminated. However, the challenge in doing so arises from the acquisition, regulation, and distribution of power to ensure sustainable and maintenance-free operation [15-17].

Human biomechanical energy is characterized by fluctuating amplitudes and variable low frequency. For instance, frequencies of upper and lower limb motions are typically within 10 Hz [18-20], and respiratory motion frequency is only about 0.33 Hz [21]. Harvesting such irregular low frequency energy via traditional energy harvesting techniques based on piezoelectric, electromagnetic and electrostatic transduction mechanisms, may be inefficient [22]. This is because the power generated is strongly dependent on the external vibration frequency, dramatically dropping at low frequencies and requiring the harvester to work at or within a narrow window from the resonant frequency [20, 23, 24]. In addition, due to the structural complexity,
particularly of MEMS-based harvesters, it is a great challenge to integrate an increasing compliant spring and bulk movable mass in a small size [25, 26].

Recently, triboelectric nanogenerators (interchangeably referred to as TENGs or TGs throughout this dissertation) that work on a combination of contact electrification (or triboelectric effect) and electrostatic induction, have been demonstrated as a promising technology for human biomechanical energy harvesting (walking/footfalls [27-30], upper limb motions [31-34], textile-based [35-38], etc.). Since its first report in 2012 [39], TENGs have attracted tremendous research interest as they offer numerous advantages over traditional energy harvesting technologies, namely, low cost, light weight, diverse choice of fabrication materials, and high adaptability design, thus making them more suitable for energy harvesting from low frequency human body motion [40-43].

Respiration is a spontaneous source of human biomechanical energy that is currently untapped, and has the potential of being a sustainable power source for low power wearable electronic devices and integrated body sensor networks. However, in addition to being a low frequency motion, the force generated during respiration is also very low. Therefore, effectively harvesting respiration energy is currently a technological challenge, and cannot be well-achieved by classical energy harvesting methods. The TENG technology offers an exciting new approach in this regard. The challenge with using TENGs is that they usually have low currents (in the microamps range) and a high inherent impedance which results in low energy conversion efficiency. So, power management circuits with low leakage energy storage units are required [44, 45].
1.2 SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION

This dissertation is aimed at evaluating the feasibility of using the triboelectric effect based TENG to harvest respiration energy in a non-invasive manner, and thereby developing a wearable respiratory energy harvester, which can also be utilized as a self-powered respiratory motion sensor capable of tracking rate and depth of respiration.

In that regard, Chapter 2.0 discusses different approaches of harvesting respiration energy, followed by preliminary studies conducted to evaluate the feasibility of using triboelectric effect to harvest respiration energy in a non-invasive manner. Chapter 3.0 discusses the importance of contact force in the triboelectrification process and the fundamental theory of a contact-mode TENG, which does not consider the effect of contact force. Subsequently, a theoretical relationship between the transferred triboelectric charge and contact force for a contact-mode TENG is presented, which has been shown to successfully predict the tendency of charge transfer. Although triboelectrification is a ubiquitous phenomenon, and has been studied for over 2500 years, the charge transfer mechanism between two dissimilar surfaces when at least one of them is insulating is still an unresolved problem in physics [46]. Therefore, presented in chapter 4.0 is a method for designing simulation experiments to create metamodels that can predict the TENG output using its structural parameters such as area, gap, and dielectric thickness, within one order of magnitude. Such metamodels can serve as an effective design tool for TENGs. In Ref. [16], the power that can be generated from respiration by fastening a tight belt around the chest has been estimated to be 0.83 W. This estimation assumes a very ambitious force of 100 N being applied over a 5 cm circumferential change when breathing deeply. Accordingly, chapter 5.0 gives an overview of the mechanism of respiratory motion and subsequently presents a method for direct measurement of force and displacement during normal respiration. This provides a better understanding of the
forces involved, and helps to set the parameters of the benchtop test setup used for characterizing the respiratory harvester. Chapter 6.0 presents the design and fabrication of the harvester and its characterization under normal respiratory motion. The wREH is also demonstrated as a self-powered respiration sensor. Further, since the output of a TENG increases with increase in the effective contact area between its triboelectric layers, a simple and cost-effective method to fabricate micropatterned films is presented. In chapter 7.0, a switch based TENG structure is presented for enhancing the generator output. This approach significantly lowers the matched impedance of the TENG by several orders of magnitude, and can potentially be used in several applications to improve generator performance, including the respiratory energy harvester. Finally, chapter 8.0 discusses future work. Section 1.3 highlights the main contributions of the dissertation.

1.3 MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS

The main contributions of the dissertation are as follows:

- A new theoretical relationship between the transferred triboelectric charge and contact force for a contact-mode TENG is presented.
- A new method to design finite element simulation experiments to predict the output voltage of triboelectric generators using its structural parameters is presented.
- A new contact-mode based TENG design is demonstrated as a wearable respiratory energy harvester.
- A new method employing synchronous switching to enhance the output energy of TENGs by over a factor of two is presented.
2.0 APPROACHES TO HARVEST RESPIRATORY ENERGY

Respiratory energy can be harvested and converted to electricity from: (a) flow of air, and (b) abdomen/chest motion. A brief overview of different approaches to harvest respiration energy is presented here, followed by preliminary studies conducted to evaluate the feasibility of using triboelectric effect to harvest respiration energy in a non-invasive manner. Potential challenges to implementation are also discussed, and benefits of using a TG over traditional energy harvesting technologies are highlighted.

Starting with the piezoelectric energy harvesting transduction mechanism, Sun, C., et al. (2011) reported a technique that uses piezoelectric polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) microbelts to convert the energy from low-speed air flow to electricity via their resonant oscillation [47]. The micrometer thick PVDF thin films fabricated by a top-down reactive ion etching process generated output power in the range of nW–μW at an air flow speed of about 1 ms⁻¹, which represents air flow rate of normal adult human respiration. This approach is potentially in-vivo as the authors discuss biocompatibility and powering implantable biomedical devices as its potential application. However, if wearable electronics were to be powered using this approach, a face mask would be required which would limit real-life applications. In another approach, Wang, J.-J., et al. (2014) demonstrated the design and microfabrication of piezoelectric rubber bands and their application in energy harvesting from human motions [48]. The bands are fabricated as multilayer PDMS cellular structures coated with PTFE films and stretchable gold electrodes and implanted with
bipolar charges. As a potential application, the authors propose that these bands can be mounted on elastic waistbands to harvest the circumferential stretch during breathing. It is claimed that with a 0.63 N force and a 2.5cm deformation, an electric charge of more than 20µC can be collected and stored per breath. Although these piezoelectric approaches are interesting, the fundamental issue is that the potential output power is inversely proportional to the frequency of the fundamental vibration mode, and the design and fabrication complexity (and cost) increases as the triggering frequency reduces [18, 49]. Further, durability of such complexly fabricated microstructures in the application environment is a potential concern.

Next, the electromagnetic energy harvesting transduction mechanism is considered. Electromagnetic generators generally have a higher power output compared to the piezoelectric and electret based approaches [22, 50, 51]. Delnavaz, A. and J. Voix (2012) presents an air-flow respiration energy harvesting device based on electromagnetic induction due to the relative movement of a coil and a suspended magnet [52]. The device is composed of a face mask, connecting tubes and an energy harvesting module, which generates a maximum induced voltage of 25 mV, equivalent to 3.1 µW of power. In another approach, Shahhaidar, E., et al. (2013) demonstrates an off the shelf gearmotor used as a harvester for converting the movements of the torso due to normal respiration into electricity, and compares its performance to two different types of piezoelectric beam benders [53]. To increase the output while minimizing the respiratory effort required to turn the armature, a 50:1 gear ratio was used and an optimal load resistance of 160 Ω was selected. The maximum peak voltage of about 0.5 V was obtained in this study. Although these approaches are relatively less complex, the restricted working mechanism of an electromagnetic generator stemming from the fact that its optimized output power is proportional to square of the triggering frequency generally produces very low voltages (< 1V), as is seen in
the two approaches discussed here. This makes it inefficient to utilize the output power because of the threshold voltage drop of rectifying diodes [44, 54]. In addition, to increase the output any further, the form factor of the device would have to be increased, which is not desirable.

In contrast, TENGs based on the combination of triboelectric effect and electrostatic induction, generally have output voltage that is independent of the triggering frequency, enabling effective utilization of the output power after rectification [42]. Zheng, Q., et al. (2014) demonstrated that a TENG implanted within a rat can convert the mechanical energy from periodic expansion and contraction of the thorax during breathing to power a simulated pacemaker. This presents a significant step forward for lifetime-implantable self-powered medical devices [55]. However, to utilize triboelectric effect to harvest energy from respiratory motion to power wearable electronics, a non-invasive and comfortable approach is desirable. To evaluate this, preliminary studies using two basic modes of contact-separation [39, 56-59] and sliding [60-63] were conducted. These are discussed in section 2.1.2. Table 2.1 gives a summary of different approaches to harvest respiratory energy discussed herein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piezoelectric</td>
<td>A (in-vivo as claimed by authors [47])</td>
<td>I (as claimed by authors); W may also be possible</td>
<td>i. Complex/costly fabrication process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ii. Microbelt durability may be a concern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>iii. To power wearables, a face mask would be required that would limit real-life applications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Refrence</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B [48]</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
<td>i. Complex/costly fabrication process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ii. Durability of stretchable electrodes may be a concern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic</td>
<td>A [52]</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>i. Face mask limits real-life applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ii. Output voltage in the mV range is not efficient for rectification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B [53]</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
<td>i. Output voltage in the mV range is not efficient for rectification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ii. Challenge to enhance output while keeping a small form factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triboelectric effect +</td>
<td>B (in-vivo) [55]</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>i. Huge impedance mismatch with energy storage units.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrostatic induction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 PRELIMINARY STUDIES: EVALUATING FEASIBILITY OF USING TRIBOELECTRIC EFFECT TO HARVEST FROM A LOW FREQUENCY MOTION

Initial sliding experiments were conducted using the prototype shown in Figure 2.1. The Prototype parameters are given in Table 2.1. Per the sliding mode structure shown in Figure 2.1(a), the top layer (dielectric 1 with metal 1 attached) can slide longitudinally on the bottom layer (dielectric 2 with metal 2 attached), which is fixed. When the layers fully overlap, equal and opposite tribo-charge density (∂) is developed at the contacting surfaces of the dielectrics due to the triboelectric effect. The tribo-charges on insulators only distribute in the surface layer and their decay with time is negligible [64]. As the lateral separation distance (x) increases as the top layer slides outwards, the in-plane charge separation induces a potential difference between the electrodes. Subsequently,
as the top layer slides back to the full overlap position, the potential difference drops. Electrical connections to the metal electrodes are made so the voltage signal can be measured. The peak-to-peak output voltage with manual rubbing was about 60 V. Although this initial sliding test showed promise, it was necessary to further evaluate the possibility of using a TG in sliding-mode under a low-force and low-frequency motion. To do so, a bench-top setup shown in Figure 2.2 was constructed.

![Figure 2.1. Structure of sliding-mode TG (Figure from Ref. [63]). (b) Fabricated prototype.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Selected Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric 1</td>
<td>Polyimide film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(relative dielectric constant, $\varepsilon_1 = 3.4$, 50µm thick)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric 2</td>
<td>PET film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(relative dielectric constant, $\varepsilon_2 = 3.4$, 50µm thick)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrodes (Metal 1 &amp;2)</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>$\sim 0.025$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of dielectrics</td>
<td>$\sim 0.05$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum separation distance ($x$)</td>
<td>$\sim 0.05$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sliding Velocity ($v$)</td>
<td>Manual rubbing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.2. (a) Bench-top setup schematic for sliding-mode test. (b) Scaled-up portion of the region marked with a dashed circle in (a) when the tube is inflated. (c) Scaled-up portion of the region marked with a dashed circle in (a) when the tube is deflated.

The set-up consists of a rubber tube connected to a manual pump, so it can be inflated and deflated. Dielectric 2 film (with deposited Au electrode) was attached to the rubber tube, and two Dielectric 1 films (with deposited Au electrodes) connected by an elastic band, were positioned over dielectric 2, such that during the inflation and deflation of the rubber tube, the dielectric layers
will slide back and forth against each other to generate electricity. The two sliding mechanisms were connected in parallel for measurement. However, no appreciable output voltage was generated (a few hundred millivolts peak-to-peak). The dielectric materials used were the same as those listed in Table 2.2. It was therefore concluded that although it may be possible to utilize a sliding mechanism to harvest energy from respiratory motion, the design of such a mechanism would be complex to obtain a meaningful output for powering an electronic device. Next, the contact-mode was evaluated.

The feasibility of using contact-mode was evaluated by modifying the bench-top setup shown in Figure 2.2 for a TG fabricated with a concave substrate. The contact-mode TG structure schematic, fabricated prototype, and the modified bench-top setup are shown in Figure 2.3(a-c) respectively. The contact-mode works similar to the sliding-mode, except that the motion is vertical contact-separation instead of lateral sliding, and is discussed in more detail in chapter 3.0. The substrate structure maintains a space between the two polymer films, except when a force is applied. The TG was sandwiched between the tube and a Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) sleeve at the front most part of the tube as shown, based on the assumption that this part (crudely representing the front of the abdomen) is where the device would be positioned. The TG used in conjunction with the pumping system which serves as the source of a low frequency cyclic compressive force, gives an average peak-to-peak output voltage of about 2.17 V (Figure 2.2(d)). This is in the range of the output voltage generated from rat’s breathing by the implanted triboelectric nanogenerator discussed earlier in this chapter.

This preliminary study confirmed the potential of using a contact-mode TG to non-invasively harvest energy from respiration motion. Hence this mode is selected for further development.
Figure 2.3. (a) Contact-mode TG structure schematic. (b) Fabricated prototype. (c) Bench-top test setup for contact-mode test. (d) Measured output voltage of the TG.
3.0 TRIBOELECTRIC CHARGE - CONTACT FORCE RELATIONSHIP FOR TWO TRIBOELECTRIC LAYERS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Contact force plays an important role in the triboelectric charge generation process in a TENG. A larger contact force increases the triboelectric charge density and thereby results in a higher current and voltage. An instance of this can be seen in the experiments conducted on a flexible zig-zag shaped multilayered TENG, with Kapton and Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) as its dielectric/triboelectric materials, and Aluminum as the electrode material [28]. Another instance is seen in the experiments on a human skin based TENG that is based on periodic contact-separation between human skin and a micropyramid patterned polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) film deposited with Indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode, wherein, the magnitude of the output voltage is proportional to the applied pressure [31]. Although contact force is a critical factor that affects the output of a contact-mode triboelectric generator, a theoretical relationship between transferred charge and contact force is not reported in literature. Consider the well-accepted theoretical $V-Q-x$ relationship given in equation (3-1) developed to provide guidance for rational design of contact-mode TENGs [56], which does not explicitly consider the impact on contact force.
\[ V = -\frac{Q}{A\varepsilon_0} \left( \frac{d_1}{\varepsilon_{r1}} + \frac{d_2}{\varepsilon_{r2}} + x(t) \right) + \frac{\sigma x(t)}{\varepsilon_0} \]  

(3-1)

where \( V \) is voltage between the electrodes, \( Q \) is the amount of transferred charge between the electrodes, \( A \) is the apparent area of contact, \( x \) is the separation distance between the dielectric or triboelectric layers, \( \sigma \) is the triboelectric charge density, \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \) represent the thickness, while \( \varepsilon_{r1} \) and \( \varepsilon_{r2} \) are the relative dielectric constants of the two layers, and \( \varepsilon_0 \) is permittivity of free space.

The TENG structures that the above \( V-Q-x \) relationship is derived for are shown in Figure 3.1(a). Briefly, the contact side of the triboelectric layers are stacked facing each other, with the non-contact side deposited with a metal electrode. Once an external mechanical force is applied to the structure, the two dielectric layers make contact. Owing to surface charge transfer due to contact electrification, the contacting surfaces will have equal and opposite triboelectric charge density \( \sigma \). When the force is removed, the separation between the triboelectric layers increases, and a potential difference \( V \) is induced between the electrodes. This potential is responsible for driving charges \( Q \) between the two electrodes via an external load, when connected. In Figure 3.1(b), contact occurs between a metal and a dielectric layer, i.e., the metal acts as the triboelectric layer of the TENG. The \( V-Q-x \) relationship for the conductor-to-dielectric contact-mode can thus be obtained by simply substituting \( d_1 = 0 \) in equation (3-1).
From the discussion above, the TENG output is dependent on the development of surface triboelectric charge density ($\sigma$) and is directly proportional to it. This charge is only developed when the two triboelectric layers are brought into contact by an external force, as mentioned above. Therefore, understanding the relationship between triboelectric charge and contact force is important, as it can serve as an important guide in the design of contact-mode TENGs. Accordingly, a theoretical relationship between the transferred triboelectric charge ($q$) and contact force ($F$) is presented for a contact-mode TENG, by combining the theories of contact electrification and contact mechanics (briefly described below). Subsequently, using the calculated triboelectric charge, open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) of a TENG is predicted for varying contact forces. Furthermore, to show that the effect of different surface morphologies is captured by the $q$-$F$ relationship, $V_{oc}$ of TENGs made with triboelectric layers having different surface roughness characteristics is assessed.
3.1.1 Contact charging involving insulators

Triboelectric effect or contact electrification is universal and has attracted many investigations, but due to the variations in the structure and morphology of insulator materials, there has been no conclusive mechanism for all triboelectric phenomena. The mechanism of charge exchange between two contacting surfaces when at least one of them is insulating, is one of the oldest unresolved problems in physics [65-67]. Reports proposing mechanisms involving electron transfer, ion transfer, and material transfer exist in literature [68, 69]. On the other hand, metal-to-metal contact charging is well understood. Charge transfer in this case is explained using the mechanism of electron transfer that results from the difference in work function (\( \phi \)) between the contacting metal surfaces to equalize their energy levels. This is used to explain metal-to-insulator contact charging, by assigning an effective work function to the insulator. Electron transfer is proposed to occur between the metals’ fermi level and localized energy levels in the band gap of the insulator [70]. Several charge transfer models for insulator-to-insulator contacts are presented which are similar to those for metal-insulator contact, except that the available energy levels are at the surface instead of the bulk, and these levels are called “surface states”. The surface state theory is used to explain the charge transfer between the surface states of the two contacting materials, driven by the “surface work function” difference between the materials, and conceptually applies equally to [71-73]. This theory has two limits. In the low-density limit, a finite number of states on the dielectric surface are filled or emptied. In the high-density limit, an electric field is created between the dielectric surfaces by charge exchange to equalize the fermi levels of the contacting materials. Although the high-density limit of this theory has been shown to predict the charging of toner particles in electrophotography (within a factor of 2), it does not
explain all experimental observations [74-76]. However, it does explain the sensitivity of contact charging, and is used here for deriving a relationship between charge transferred and contact force.

**Figure 3.2.** Energy level diagram for insulator-insulator contact. Figure modified from Ref. [76].

Figure 3.2 shows the energy level diagram for insulator-insulator contact (low-density state is the “before contact” state, while the high-density” state is the “after contact” state). Filled surface states are represented by a dash with a black dot, whereas dashes without a dot represent empty surface states. On contact, electrons move form filled states of dielectric 1 to empty states of dielectric 2, to equalize the fermi levels of the two materials, and the expression for the energy level is given by [76]:

$$\phi_1 + \Delta_1 + eE_0 x_0 = \phi_2 - \Delta_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3-2)

where $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ are the effective or surface work functions of dielectric 1 and dielectric 2, respectively; $\Delta_1$ and $\Delta_2$ are changes in the fermi energy of dielectric 1 and dielectric 2,
respectively, due to the charge transfer; $E_0$ is the electric field at the contact point between the dielectrics; $x_0$ is the critical separation distance between the two dielectrics when charge transfer ceases; $e$ is the elementary charge.

### 3.1.2 Contact mechanics

Virtually all engineering surfaces are rough to some degree. When two surfaces are pressed together, the asperities on the surface make contact [77]. Therefore, the real area of contact ($A_r$) is different from the nominal or apparent area of contact ($A$), and only $A_r$ is available to support the load. For many rough surfaces of engineering importance, surface height and gradients are random and can be modeled by a Gaussian probability distribution. This is the reason why such surfaces can be analyzed statistically by consideration of random functions in several variables. Measured profiles of several real surfaces having vastly different roughness characteristic were used to predict $A_r$ and $F$ from various statistical elastic contact models and contrasted to the deterministic fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based contact model, wherein the surfaces are being analyzed as they are measured, accounting for all peaks and valleys without compromise [78]. All these mathematical models which represent a complex surface profile using just a few key statistical parameters showed good quantitative and qualitative agreement (within an order of magnitude or closer) among themselves, producing nearly linear predictions of $A_r$ as a function of $F$ and in some cases. Here, the Bush, et al.’s statistical contact model is used [79], wherein elastic contact of an isotopically rough surface with a plane is approximated by the summits of a random process model by paraboloids with the same principal curvatures and then applying the classical Hertzian solution for their deformation. The asymptotic solution to this contact model is given by:
\[ A_r = \frac{F}{E} \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{m_2}} \]  

(3-3)

where \( E' \) is the equivalent elastic modulus, and \( m_2 \) is a statistical surface parameter called RMS (root mean square) slope, and is given by:

\[ m_2 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \frac{dz}{dx} \right)_n^2 \]  

(3-4)

where \( N \) is the total number of data points on the surface profile scan and \( z \) is the surface height relative to its mean.

### 3.2 DERIVATION

In equation (3-2), the changes in fermi energies due to charge exchange, \( \Delta_1 \) and \( \Delta_2 \), can be expressed as follows:

\[
\sigma_1 = e\Delta_1 N_1 \\
\sigma_2 = e\Delta_2 N_2
\]

(3-5)

where \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) are the triboelectric charge densities for dielectric 1 and dielectric 2, respectively; \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) are the number of surface states per unit area per unit energy (assumed constant in energy) on dielectric 1 and dielectric 2, respectively.

Using the principle of superposition, the electric field \( E_0 \) can be approximated by:
where \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of free space.

Combining equations (3-2), (3-5), and (3-6), gives:

\[
\frac{\sigma_1}{eN_1} + \frac{\sigma_2}{eN_2} = \phi_2 - \phi_1 - \frac{e\varepsilon_0}{\varepsilon_0} (\sigma_1 + \sigma_2)
\]  

(3-7)

Since charges are exchanged to neutralize the electric field created due to the difference in the effective work functions of the materials and the critical separation distance, the net charge on the dielectric surfaces would be equal (and opposite), i.e., \( |\sigma_1| = |\sigma_2| = |\sigma| \). Applying this condition of charge neutrality, equation (3-7) becomes,

\[
\sigma = e \left( \frac{N_1 N_2}{N_1 + N_2} \right) (\phi_2 - \phi_1) - \left( \frac{2e\varepsilon_0 x_0}{\varepsilon_0} \right) \left( \frac{N_1 N_2}{N_1 + N_2} \right)
\]  

(3-8)

According to Schein, L. B., et al. (1992), the high-density limit should occur when

\[
e^2 x_0 N_1 N_2 / \varepsilon_0 (N_1 + N_2) = 1,
\]

requiring the charge transferred per unit area to be \( \sim 6 \times 10^{16} \text{ m}^2 \), which is orders of magnitude higher than is experimentally observed \( (10^{14} \text{ m}^2) \). This is estimated by assuming \( N_1 = N_2 = N_e \), with a reasonable difference in solid state work functions, \( \phi_2 - \phi_1 = 1 \text{ eV} \), and \( x_0 = 10 \text{ Å} \) [71]. However, \( x_0 \) values calculated from experimental values of the transferred charge per unit area, are orders of magnitude larger than expected. Using this assumption for the high-density limit, equation (3-8) can be simplified as follows:
\[ \sigma = \frac{(\phi_2 - \phi_1)\varepsilon_0}{3ex_0} \]  

(3-9)

Since the transferred triboelectric charge is a product of the triboelectric charge density and the apparent contact \((q = \sigma A)\), we get,

\[ q = \frac{(\phi_2 - \phi_1)A\varepsilon_0}{3ex_0} \]  

(3-10)

Now, from the theory of contact mechanics discussed above, \(A\) can be replaced by \(A\) in equation (3-10), as the charge transfer will occur in the real area of contact. Combining equations (3-10) and (3-3), we get the following relationship between triboelectric charge and contact force:

\[ q = \frac{\left( \frac{F}{E'} \right) \pi}{m_2} \left( \frac{\pi}{m_2} \right) (\phi_2 - \phi_1)\varepsilon_0 \]  

(3-11)

From equation (3-11), it can be said that for a given set of triboelectric materials \((m_2 = \text{constant})\), the triboelectric charge is directly proportional to the contact force \((F)\) and inversely proportional to the critical separation distance \((x_0)\) between the two materials. This can be clearly visualized in the contour plot shown in Figure 3.3, simulated for a TENG made using a PET film and a PDMS microdome patterned film as its triboelectric materials. The charge transferred is the highest (up to 35 pC) when \(F\) is at its maximum (10 N) and \(x_0\) is at its simulated minimum (100 nm). The selected range of \(x_0\) for simulation is based on observed values \([71, 80]\), and the range
of $F$ is selected to ensure that it covers the experimental conditions herein. All the parameters used for theoretical calculations and experiments are presented in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Parameter Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric 1</td>
<td>Mylar® PET film ($d_1 = 0.05$ mm; $\varepsilon_1 = 3.1$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric 2</td>
<td>#1. PDMS (Sylgard® 184) film with microdome patterns ($d_2 = 0.5$ mm; $\varepsilon_1 = 2.72$; dome size about 5$\mu$m; $m_2 = 25.014$) * #2. PDMS (Sylgard® 184) film with nanoprojections surrounded by nanocracks ($d_2 = 0.5$ mm; $\varepsilon_1 = 2.72$; nanoprojection size about 200 nm; $m_2 = 921.9$) *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1$</td>
<td>4.25 eV [39, 81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_2$</td>
<td>4.85 eV [39, 81] *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>10 mm (experimental setting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_0$</td>
<td>8.854e-12 F/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>1.6e-19 C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_1$ (Poisson’s ratio for dielectric 1)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_2$ (Poisson’s ratio for dielectric 2)</td>
<td>0.5 [82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_1$</td>
<td>3.378 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_2$</td>
<td>1.32 MPa [82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E'$</td>
<td>1.759 MPa *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>15mm x 25mm (TENG prototype area size)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:

i. Effective work function of PDMS is assumed to be equal to that of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) due to proximity in the triboelectric series.

ii. RMS slope ($m_2$) is only evaluated for PDMS films (discussed more in section 3.3.1). The PET film is considered to be an ideal flat surface.

iii. Effective elastic modulus is calculated using the following formula:

$$\frac{1}{E'} = \frac{(1-\nu_2^2)}{E_1} + \frac{(1-\nu_1^2)}{E_2}$$
3.3 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

To further validate the theoretical equation (3-11) presented in the previous section, a set of experiments were conducted. First, $V_{oc}$ of the TENG made using the microdome patterned film is recorded under contact forces ranging from $\sim$0.45 kgf (4.4 N) to $\sim$0.51 kgf (5 N). The peak values of the experimental open-circuit voltage were compared to the peak $V_{oc}$ values predicted using equation (3-12), obtained by substituting $Q = 0$ in equation (3-1) for open-circuit condition and combining it with equation (3-11). Second, to evaluate the effect of different surface morphologies, $V_{oc}$ of a TENG made with a PDMS film with microdome patterns (PDMS film #1) is compared to that made with a PDMS film with nanoprojections surrounded by nanocracks (PDMS film #2). A PET film is used as the other dielectric for both TENGs. The two PDMS films have very different surface roughness characteristics (discussed more in section 3.3.1).
Equation (3-12) gives the relationship between the open-circuit voltage of a contact-mode TENG and contact force. For carrying out the calculations here, $x_0$ is taken to be 100 nm. All other parameters are given in Table 3.1.

### 3.3.1 Evaluating root mean square (RMS) slope of a surface profile

The RMS slope of a surface profile is evaluated using Gwyddion 2.47 [83]. A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the PDMS film surface to be evaluated is used for this purpose. Figure 3.4 shows the SEM images and the 3D representations of the PDMS films #1 and #2, used for the calculation of RMS slope ($m_2$). The difference between the surface morphologies is clearly seen – PDMS film #1 has well-ordered microdome structures and a more consistent height profile as compared to the pattern and height profile of the nanostructures in PDMS film #2. The $m_2$ surface roughness parameter is one way of quantifying the difference in the observed roughness profiles of these surfaces. Five surface profile scans are performed for each PDMS film, and $m_2$ is recorded from each scan. The mean value of $m_2$ is used for calculation of $V_{oc}$ from equation (3-12). An example surface profile scan for each film is shown in Figure 3.5 along with its value of $m_2$. The overall mean and standard deviation (SD) of $m_2$ for PDMS film #1 is 25.014 (n = 5, SD = 2.197) and for PDMS film #2 is 921.9 (n = 5, SD = 49.245).
Figure 3.4. (a) SEM image of PDMS film #1 that is used for evaluation of RMS slope. (b) 3D representation of (a). (c) SEM image of a PDMS film #2 that is used for evaluation of RMS slope. (d) 3D representation of (c). Note: Scale represents the surface height relative to its mean.

Figure 3.5. Surface profile scans showing the roughness profile of (a) PDMS film #1 and (b) PDMS film #2.
3.3.2 Results

Figure 3.6 shows the theoretical and experimental comparison of dependence of $V_{oc}$ of a TENG made with PDMS film #1 on contact force. As expected, a linear trend is observed in both cases, and the theoretical model can predict the peak values within an order of magnitude. Experimentally, as the force increases from 4.4 N to 5 N, the mean peak values of the $V_{oc}$ increase from 10.73 V ($n = 7, \text{SD} = 0.79$) to 22.53 V ($n = 7, \text{SD} = 0.21$). Theoretically, as the force increases from 4.4 N to 5 N, the peak values of the $V_{oc}$ increase from 47.50 V to 53.82 V.

Figure 3.7 shows the theoretical and experimental comparison of $V_{oc}$ of TENGs made from PDMS film #1 and #2, while the force is kept constant. As expected, the surface with a higher value of $m_2$, i.e., film #2, has a lower voltage output, while the surface with a lower value of $m_2$, i.e., film #1, has a higher voltage output. This is because the real contact area ($A_r$) decreases with increase in $m_2$, per equation (3-3), resulting in lower triboelectric charge transfer on contact. The theory successfully estimates this trend and the TENG output is within an order of magnitude for the two different surface morphologies. The experimental mean peak $V_{oc}$ for film #1 and #2 is 16.35 V ($n = 8, \text{SD} = 0.21$) and 3.94 V ($n = 10, \text{SD} = 0.33$), respectively. The theoretical mean peak $V_{oc}$ for film #1 and #2 is 50.57 V and 8.33 V, respectively.

A point worth noting is that the difference in magnitude is potentially due to uncertain factors such as impurities, oxidized layer, separation speed, etc. [76, 84, 85], and assuming values of certain unknown parameters such as effective work function of PDMS and critical separation distance.
Figure 3.6. Theoretical and experimental comparison of dependence of open-circuit voltages of a TENG on contact force.

Figure 3.7. Theoretical and experimental comparison of open-circuit voltage of TENGs made from two different PDMS films. Inset: Roughness profiles of the two PDMS films.
3.4 SUMMARY

A triboelectric charge – contact force relationship for a contact-mode TENG is presented by combining the theories of insulator contact charging and contact mechanics. Experiments have been successfully performed to verify the theoretically expected results in two cases: (a) varying contact force, while keeping the surface profile constant, and (b) varying the surface profile, while keeping the contact force constant. The theory presented here can serve as an important guide in the design of the TENG structure for specific applications and self-powered systems.
4.0 DESIGN OF SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS TO PREDICT TRIBOELECTRIC GENERATOR OUTPUT USING STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Contact electrification or triboelectric effect is one of the oldest and most universally existing phenomena, and has attracted many investigations. However, the underlying mechanism of charge transfer between two contacting surfaces when at least one of them is insulating, remains an unresolved problem in physics (as discussed in chapter 3.0) The governing phenomena spans different scales of material behavior, and several competing possible mechanisms such as electron transfer, ion transfer, bond dissociation, chemical changes to surface, and material transfer, have been proposed. Depending on structure and morphology of insulating materials, and environmental conditions, different mechanisms may be involved [46, 66, 86, 87]. Characterizing the charged surfaces and studying the charge transfer mechanisms often requires specialized equipment [88]. Owing to these uncertainties, determining and controlling surface charge density is a significant problem, making prediction of the output voltage of a triboelectric generator a challenge. Therefore, the electrodynamics based $V-Q-x$ theoretical model described by equation (3-1), although helpful as a guide in rational design of the triboelectric generator (TG) structure, is not sufficient to appropriately predict the output voltage of a contact-mode TG. This problem also extends to finite element simulations, wherein triboelectric charge density ($\sigma$) is a boundary condition. Finite element simulations of the electric potential distribution in triboelectric
nanogenerators performed by assuming triboelectric surface charge densities serve the purpose of validating the working principle, but do not produce realistic predictions [31, 89, 90]. It should also be noted that contact force plays an important role in charge generation. The output voltage increases with increase in contact force, as the effective contact area between the dielectric layers increases due to distortion of one or both surfaces on a microscopic scale, resulting in an increase in the charges transferred [28, 31]. In addition, structural parameters such as area, gap, and dielectric thickness, which affect the output voltage of the generator, have previously been investigated individually but their interaction effects have not been considered.

During recent years, efforts have been made in the direction of finding optimum load capacitance and resistance and their dependence on TG’s structural parameters and operating conditions [56, 91]. Finding optimum load capacitance is important because storage elements such as capacitors or batteries are necessary to stabilize and regulate output to power electronic devices because of the intrinsic unstable characteristics of various mechanical energy sources. Finding optimum load resistance is required to achieve maximum instantaneous power. The influence of the gap and dielectric thickness on optimum load resistance for maximum instantaneous power has been investigated by varying both parameters simultaneously, thus making it difficult to determine how each parameter contributes to the change in the output power. In another study, the impact of gap and area on performance of single electrode triboelectric nanogenerators has been investigated by varying one parameter at a time [92]. This approach does not take parameter interactions into account. To effectively design a contact-mode TG for an application, it is necessary to have a better understanding of how the output response of the TG is affected by variations in different structural design parameters. One effective way of accomplishing this is to use design of experiments (DOE) methodology to run finite element simulations, wherein
experimentally derived $\sigma$ is used as a boundary condition. A well-designed simulation study can provide a great deal of information about input factors on responses than would otherwise be possible, while providing insights that cannot be gathered from trial-and-error approaches and by sampling one factor at a time. DOE methods are selected to conduct a set of simulation runs to generate a response, i.e., output voltage. Then, the simulation results are analyzed to derive a metamodel that approximates the relationship between the input parameters and the responses with statistical models (typically regression models) [93]. Such a metamodel can help reduce computational and experimental efforts in the process of designing a contact-mode TG.

Accordingly, presented here is a method to design finite element simulations of triboelectric generators, wherein experimentally derived surface charge density is used as a boundary condition. Two metamodels have been established because of a $2^3$ full factorial design and a central composite design. The models have been experimentally verified, and have shown to predict the output voltage within one order of magnitude. In essence, structural design parameters of a contact-mode TG with a selected set of materials are investigated by designing finite element simulation runs, to arrive at metamodels. These metamodels, once verified experimentally, can be used as an effective design tool to not only predict the response of a contact-mode TG, but also to select optimum values of the structural parameters within the simulated design space. In this regard, the next section of this chapter is devoted to outlining the method, wherein selection of structural design parameters and response, finite element simulation model set-up, design methods used, and prototype fabrication and experimental procedure, are discussed. Thereafter, data analysis and experimental verification of the metamodels derived from it are presented, followed by the summary section.
4.2 METHODS

The flowchart of the systematic approach for creating the aforementioned design tool for a contact-mode TG system is shown in Figure 4.1. Briefly, the complete process requires the following steps, with further details presented in the succeeding sections.

i. Define the materials and operating conditions of the contact-mode TG system that needs to be studied. These are generally dictated by the application. For this study, polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polyimide films are selected based on their position in the triboelectric series [65, 94] and ease of handling during fabrication. Gold (Au) is selected as the material for metal electrode, which can be easily deposited on the selected dielectric film. The contact-mode TG is operated in ambient conditions under a contact-separation frequency of 0.33Hz. As the frequency of contact-separation increases, the output voltage of the TG increases. A low operating frequency is therefore selected to ensure that the method described here is applicable for most practical applications. Most machinery equipment has a frequency of 100 Hz or higher, whereas human motion exhibits a much lower frequency (<10Hz) [50].

ii. Clarify the selection of input parameters or factors, their range of variability, i.e., design space, and the system response to be studied.

iii. Select a design method based on which the simulation runs should be executed.

iv. Set-up and run the finite element simulation model.

v. Analyze the simulation data to generate metamodels.

vi. Conduct experiments using the TG system defined in step (i), while changing structural parameters as appropriate and feasible, in order to verify the metamodels generated in step (v), which can then be used as a design tool within the simulated design space.
4.2.1 Selection of factors and response

Considering the theoretical model discussed above, area, gap, and dielectric thickness, are selected as the structural design factors. Electric potential or voltage between the electrodes is selected as the response for this study. The next step is to define the design space or region of interest for each input factor. This decision is guided by the main effect of a single factor, which is the effect of that factor considered independently on the response. This is done by performing finite element simulations on the model described in section 2.2. Other considerations involved are related to
geometrical restrictions depending on application. Table 4.1 shows the minimum (low setting) and maximum (high setting) values selected for each factor, and Figure 4.2 shows the simulation results for main effects of each factor. For this study, the geometrical restrictions of the test set-up and material availability were also considered before finalizing the factor ranges for further simulation runs. For example, although a thicker film would enhance the output voltage of the TG, as seen from (3-1) and Figure 4.2 (c), it would require a large separation distance between the two electrodes, which would increase the size and weight of the device. This is a potential deterrent for many portable applications, and in general can be considered as a drawback for vertical contact-separation mode TG. It is known that charge increases as the thickness of the film decreases, and does not reach saturation for the thinnest films [67]. Therefore, 50.8 µm to 508 µm dielectric thickness range is selected. Although this range does not affect the output voltage as seen from Figure 4.2(c), it is necessary to investigate any significant interaction effects in this range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Factors</th>
<th>Minimum Value (Low setting)</th>
<th>Maximum Value (High setting)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area ($A$)</td>
<td>6.45 cm$^2$</td>
<td>58.06 cm$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap ($x$)</td>
<td>2.54 mm</td>
<td>25.4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric Thickness ($d$)</td>
<td>50.8 µm</td>
<td>508 µm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.2 Finite element simulation model

A generic three-dimensional (3D) finite element model (FEM) for a dielectric-to-dielectric contact-mode TG with PET and polyimide films, and two Au electrodes were constructed as shown in Figure 4.3, and appropriately meshed. One of the electrodes is connected to ground, and the PET and polyimide films are given experimentally obtained value of triboelectric surface charge.
density. A contact-mode TG with approximate area of 4cm x 6.5cm and thickness of 50µm for the aforementioned dielectric films which are deposited with Au electrodes was fabricated and tested under a 0.33 Hz frequency of contact-separation (refer section 2.4. for details). The measured open circuit peak voltage was 0.372 V. This output voltage of the TG is proportional to the surface charge density. The magnitude of surface charge density (328.5 pC m⁻²) is thus calculated by substituting this voltage value in equation, \( V_{oc} = \sigma x / \varepsilon_0 \) (\( Q = 0 \) at open circuit condition), where variables have been defined in equation (3-1), and \( x \) is equal to 10mm, which is the maximum separation between the two dielectric films dictated by the test set-up.

4.2.3 Design of simulation experiments

DOE is an effective tool for maximizing the amount of information gained from a study while minimizing the amount of data to be collected [95]. DOE proposes fractional experimental designs which help investigate the effects of many different factors by varying them simultaneously instead
of changing only one factor at a time. Factorial designs allow estimation of the sensitivity to each factor and to the combined effect of two or more factors. The input variables on the experiment are called factors, and the performance measures resulting from the experiment are called responses. Polynomial equations, which are Taylor series approximations of the unknown true functional form of the response variable, are used to model the response [96]. The response variable $Y$ as a function of the input factors $X'$s (shown to the third order here), is given by:

$$Y = \beta_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \beta_i X_i + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \sum_{j=1}^{p} \beta_{ij} X_i X_j + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \sum_{j=1}^{p} \sum_{k=1}^{p} \beta_{ijk} X_i X_j X_k + \ldots$$  \hspace{1cm} (4-1)$$

where $i \neq j \neq k$, $p = \text{number of factors to be studied}$, $\beta_0 = \text{the overall mean response}$, $\beta_i = \text{the main effect for factor (i = 1, 2, \ldots, p)}$, $\beta_{ij} = \text{the two-way interaction effects between the i^{th} and j^{th} factors}$, and $\beta_{ijk} = \text{the three-way interaction effects between the i^{th}, j^{th}, and k^{th}, factors}$. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and t-test are the methods used to test whether an effect is significant.

Two experimental design techniques are used in this study, wherein “experiment” is execution of a computer simulation model. Each experimental condition with a unique combination of factor levels is called a “run” and the entire set of runs is the “design”. A design is a matrix where every column corresponds to a factor, and the entries within the column correspond to settings or levels for that factor. Each row then represents a specific combination of factor levels, and is called a “design point”. Replication allows us to check the homogeneity of variance assumption and is used to increase the precision of the experiment by giving more accurate effect estimates by reducing the underlying standard errors associated with the $\beta'$s. Replication is incorporated into the experimental design in this study by performing 3D evaluation of simulation.
results to obtain additional response values for a single design point at different coordinates, within the central region of the upper dielectric-electrode structure, as shown in Figure 4.4.

![Slice: Electric Potential (V)](image)

**Figure 4.4.** Example of a simulation result for a unique combination of factor levels. $Y_1$ is taken as one response, and $Y_i$ are taken as replicates ($i = 2, 3, 4, \ldots$), obtained by 3D evaluation of the center region of the upper dielectric-electrode structure.

A $2^3$ full factorial design, implying three factors with two levels for each factor is implemented with 5 replicates. The levels are low and high values of the selected input factors often coded as -1 and +1, respectively. Refer table 1 for these values. There are eight different ways of combining high and low settings of Area ($A$), Gap ($x$), and Dielectric Thickness ($d$), to arrive at a response, i.e., output voltage ($V$). Conceptually, these high and low settings of the factors can be shown at the corners of a cube. A $2^3$ design therefore implies eight runs. 5 replicates make the total number of runs equal to 48. The orthogonality property of this design makes the analysis
of the simulation response straightforward because each main effect and interaction can be estimated independently, as pairwise correlation between any two columns (factors) is equal to zero. For this design, there are three main effects, three two-factor interactions, and a three-factor interaction.

A central composite design (CCD) is implemented to estimate any quadratic effects, in addition to main effects and interaction effects. CCD design in this case, is the $2^3$ design augmented with six center points and six axial points to allow estimation of curvature, making the total number of runs for this design equal to 20. The axial points represent the new settings for each factor in the design. The low and high factor settings given in table 1 are considered to be the limits, and taken as the axial points for this design. If the distance between the central point of the design space, i.e., $(0, 0, 0)$, and each full factorial sample is normalized to 1, then the six axial points are $(±1, 0, 0)$, $(0, ±1, 0)$, and $(0, 0, ±1)$. The eight corner points of the cube are obtained by assigning each of the three factors a level setting of $+c$ and $-c$ ($|c| < 1$), and combining these settings in eight different ways, essentially creating a $2^3$ design cube within the design space. The value of $c$ is taken to be 0.5946. A quadratic model is frequently used to estimate the response surface, and is given by:

$$Y = \beta_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \beta_i X_i + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \sum_{j=1}^{p} \beta_{ij} X_i X_j + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \beta_{ii} X_i^2$$

(4-2)

where $i \neq j$, $p =$ number of factors to be studies, $\beta_0 =$the overall mean response, $\beta_i =$ the main effect for factor ($i = 1, 2, \ldots,p$), $\beta_{ij} =$ the two-way interaction effects between the $i^{th}$ and $j^{th}$ factors, and $\beta_{ii} =$ the quadratic effect for the $i^{th}$ factor.
The simulation responses collected for all the aforementioned designs are analyzed to create metamodels. To remove non-significant terms from the $2^3$ model, backward stepwise elimination is performed with ‘alpha-to-remove’ equal to 0.1, which means that any term with a p-value greater than 0.1 will be removed from the model. Main effects and interaction plots are generated, and the model accuracy is tested using residual plots, used to validate assumptions of normal distribution, constant variance, and independence for ANOVA analysis. The residual in regression analysis is the difference between the observation value and the fitted value. Box-Cox transformation on the response data is performed if the model assumptions are not met [97].

4.2.4 Prototype fabrication and experimental procedure

In order to perform experimental verification of the metamodels, two different TG configurations are implemented and tested. The parameters for the two prototypes are given in table 2. PET and Polyimide dielectric films are cut in rectangles of desired sizes, and deposited with a thin gold (Au) film on one side by sputter coating. The Au film serves as a metal electrode. The non-coated side of the dielectric film serves as the contact side. Wires are connected to the electrode side to connect the output of the TG device to an oscilloscope. The electrode side of both dielectric films are attached onto a suitable rigid substrate such as acrylic. Once the two halves of the TG are fabricated, they are assembled on the experimental set-up with the desired maximum separation distance between them.

The schematic of the experimental set-up used to measure the output voltage of the two fabricated TG prototypes is shown in Figure 4.5. The two samples are brought into contact, such that the dielectric surfaces are parallel and their centers coincide. The lower sample is stationary,
while the upper sample is moved up and down via a variable speed platform, thus creating repetitive contact-separation cycles, forming a TG. The frequency of the variable speed platform is set at 0.33 Hz for all experiments, as this is the setting that was used to calculate the surface charge density (discussed in section 4.2.1.), ensuring that the contact force is consistent for all experiments. The output of the TG is connected to an oscilloscope which measures the voltage pulses generated. At least 40 observations of output voltage peaks are collected and analyzed to calculate means and standard deviations.

**Table 4.2.** Prototype parameters for experimental verification testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prototype parameters</th>
<th>TG Prototype 1</th>
<th>TG Prototype 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric 1</td>
<td>PET ($\varepsilon_{r1} = 3.1$)</td>
<td>PET ($\varepsilon_{r1} = 3.1$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric 2</td>
<td>Polyimide ($\varepsilon_{r2} = 3.4$)</td>
<td>Polyimide ($\varepsilon_{r2} = 3.4$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>~ 25 cm$^2$</td>
<td>~ 6.45 cm$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum separation distance</td>
<td>~ 4 mm</td>
<td>~ 12.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric thickness</td>
<td>~ 50.8 µm</td>
<td>~ 50.8 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact-separation frequency</td>
<td>~ 0.33 Hz</td>
<td>~ 0.33 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal electrodes</td>
<td>Au (sputter coated)</td>
<td>Au (sputter coated)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.5.** Schematic of the experimental set-up.
4.3 RESULTS

4.3.1 \(2^3\) full factorial design model

The design matrix with simulated responses using \(2^3\) full factorial design with five replicates is shown in Table 4.3. The Box-Cox transformation (\(T(V) = (V^\lambda - 1)/\lambda\)) is performed to transform the response data into normality, using a transformation parameter, \(\lambda = -0.3\). The corresponding model is given by:

\[
-V^{0.3} = -1.35775 + 0.069014 A + 0.325092 x
\]

\[
+ 0.002730 + 0.039174 Ax + 0.001418 Ad - 0.003997 xd
\]  

The factorial regression analysis removes the three-way interaction term from the model via backward stepwise elimination. All other terms are significant (\(p < 0.01\)). However, the coefficients of \(d\) and its interactions although significant, are orders of magnitude smaller compared to the coefficients of constant, \(A\) and \(x\). This is also seen in the main effects and interaction plots in Figure 4.6(a) and (b), respectively, wherein change in \(V\) due to change in \(d\) is negligible. Factor \(x\) has the most influence on response \(V\), followed by factor \(A\). The model \(R^2 = 0.999\) and \(R_{adj}^2 = 0.999\). No difference between \(R^2\) and \(R_{adj}^2\) means that there are no non-significant terms in the model. In addition to equation (4-3), the contour plot of \(V\) vs. \(x, A\), shown in Figure 4.6(d) can also be used to estimate the output voltage of the TG, within the design space. The contour plot shows that \(V\) increases with increase in \(x\) and \(A\). For example, when \(A\) and \(x\) are at high settings, i.e, \(A = 58.06\text{cm}^2\) and \(x = 25.4\text{ mm}\), \(V > 1.2\) Volts. Similarly, contour plots of
$V$ vs. $x$, $d$ and $V$ vs. $A$, $d$ can be made, as needed. Figure 4.6(c) shows the residual plots for $V$ in the model given by equation (4-3). There does not seem to be any great deviation in the normal probability plot of the residuals. The Standardized Residuals vs. Fits plot and Standardized Residuals vs. Observation Order plot do not show any strong patterns. Thus, the model can be considered valid.

Table 4.3. The design matrix with simulated responses using $2^3$ full factorial design with five replicates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run no.</th>
<th>$A$</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$V$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1.321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.6. (a) Main effects plot, (b) Interaction plot, (c) Residual plots, and (d) Contour plot of Voltage vs. Gap, Area for $2^3$ full factorial design.
4.3.2 Central composite design model

The design matrix with simulated responses using CCD design is shown in table 4 in supporting information. The corresponding model is given by:

\[ V = 0.70053 + 0.08228 A + 0.40381x + 0.0403 A^2 \]
\[ - 0.1197 x^2 - 0.0097d^2 + 0.1061 Ax \]  

(4-4)

The response surface regression analysis removes terms \( d, Ad, \) and \( xd \) from the model, as their coefficients are zero. This is also seen in the main effects and interaction plots in Figure 4.7(a) and (b), respectively, wherein change in \( V \) due to change in \( d \) is negligible. Minor quadratic effects of \( A, x, \) and \( d \) are detected by this design. Factor \( x \) has the most influence on response \( V \), followed by factor \( A \). The model \( R^2 = 0.995 \) and \( R_{adj}^2 = 0.990 \). The small difference between \( R^2 \) and \( R_{adj}^2 \) means that the probability of having non-significant terms in the model is negligible. In addition to equation (4-4), the contour plot of \( V \) vs. \( x, A \) shown in Figure 4.7(d) and the surface plots shown in Figure 4.8 can also be used to estimate the output voltage of the TG, within the design space.

The contour plot shows that \( V \) increases with increase in \( x \) and \( A \). For example, when \( A \) and \( x \) are at high settings, i.e, \( A = 58.06\text{cm}^2 \) and \( x = 25.4 \text{ mm} \), \( V > 1.2 \text{ Volts} \). Similarly, contour plots of \( V \) vs. \( x, d \) and \( V \) vs. \( A, d \) can be made, as needed. Figure 4.7(c) shows the residual plots for \( V \) in the model given by equation (4-3). There does not seem to be any great deviation in the normal probability plot of the residuals. The Standardized Residuals vs. Fits plot and Standardized Residuals vs. Observation Order plot do not show random patterns. Thus, the model can be considered valid.
Figure 4.7. (a) Main effects plot, (b) interaction plot, (c) Residual plots, and (d) Contour plot of Voltage vs. Gap, Area for CCD design.
Figure 4.8. Surface plots of $V$ vs. (a) $x$, $A$, (b) $d$, $A$, and (c) $d$, $x$.

Table 4.4. The design matrix with simulated responses using central composite design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run no.</th>
<th>$A$</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$V$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.5946</td>
<td>-0.5946</td>
<td>-0.5946</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5946</td>
<td>-0.5946</td>
<td>-0.5946</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.5946</td>
<td>0.5946</td>
<td>-0.5946</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5946</td>
<td>0.5946</td>
<td>-0.5946</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.5946</td>
<td>-0.5946</td>
<td>0.5946</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.5946</td>
<td>-0.5946</td>
<td>0.5946</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.5946</td>
<td>0.5946</td>
<td>0.5946</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.5946</td>
<td>0.5946</td>
<td>0.5946</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.3 TG configuration and measurements

Two different configurations of TGs, described in section 4.2.4, were fabricated and tested. For a sample size of 48, the mean peak output voltage for TG prototype 1 is 0.280 volts and the standard deviation (SD) is 0.03 volts. For a sample size of 40, the mean peak output voltage for TG prototype 2 is 0.242 volts and standard deviation is 0.02 volts. Experimental results are compared to model predictions in Table 4.5. Both models predict the output of the TG within one order of magnitude.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TG Prototype Number</th>
<th>Peak Output Voltage (volts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experimental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype 1</td>
<td>0.280 (n = 48, SD = 0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype 2</td>
<td>0.242 (n = 40, SD = 0.02)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 SUMMARY

The results from both designs, $2^3$ full factorial and CCD, show similar findings. Both designs show that $x$ is the most influential structural parameter for a contact-mode TG, followed by $A$, and that $d$ has negligible effect on the output voltage of TG. Contour and surface plots provide a nice way of looking at the response as a function of two factors at a time, and can be used to select possible combinations of the structural parameters that result in the desired output voltage depending on
the application. This can help in optimization and design trade-off decisions, by allowing focus on interesting features of the response surface landscape such as peaks, flats, or threshold regions, without considering the specific form of the regression model.

A noteworthy point is that $2^3$ designs are most efficient if we can assume that the simulation response is well-fit by a model with only linear main effects and interactions, i.e., the simulation behavior for factor combinations in the interior of the design space is not known. CCD design does help in estimating any quadratic effects, but for greater detail about the response, finer grids such as $m^p$ factorial designs can be used, where larger the value of $m$, better the space-filling properties of the design. This however comes with massive data requirements, leading to a higher computational and experimental burden. Sometimes when there are factors that take only a few levels or are not as significant as other factors for a given design space, mixed-level or mixed-gridded factorial design can be used. For example, for the study presented here, $x$ and $A$ can have multiple levels, and $d$ may only have 2 levels, thereby generating a $(m^p)(2^1)$ design, where $p = 2$ and $m > 3$ (replicated as needed to gain enough data to achieve narrow confidence intervals and powerful hypothesis tests). Simple designs are chosen for this study to emphasize the effectiveness of the method presented. For a more extensive list of potential designs and relevant references, see Ref. [93].

In summary, a new method to design finite element simulation experiments to predict the output voltage of triboelectric generators using its structural parameters is presented. Due to the complex nature of the triboelectric phenomena, determining the surface charge density is a significant problem, making prediction of the output voltage a challenge, as previously discussed. Experimentally derived surface charge density is therefore used as a boundary condition in the simulations, resulting in real world output voltage predictions within one order of magnitude. The
metamodels generated using the method presented can be used to investigate virtual prototyping of the generator to understand the linear, quadratic, and interaction effects of the different structural design factors on its response. Computational and experimental efforts can be greatly reduced, as these simple metamodels can serve as an effective design tool in the simulated design space. The overall intention of this study is to show the benefits of (a) designing finite element simulations for a triboelectric generator, and (b) using experimental surface charge density as a boundary condition, thereby convincing you to use the method presented in your next triboelectric generator simulation study.

With respect to designing a wearable respiratory energy harvester (wREH), the simulations and experiments conducted in this chapter indicate that to increase the generator output (while keeping a small form factor), it is necessary to achieve (a) increase in the effective contact area via surface modification, and/or (b) increase in the separation distance between the contacting dielectric surfaces.
5.0 MEASUREMENT OF ABDOMINAL FORCE AND DISPLACEMENT DURING NORMAL RESPIRATION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The preliminary study and the design of experiments discussed in chapters 2.0 and 4.0 respectively, indicate the potential of using a contact-mode triboelectric generator to harvest energy from respiration. To design a wearable respiratory energy harvester (wREH), it is necessary to better understand the abdomen motion during normal respiration in terms of the distance the abdomen moves and the force it generates. After an extensive literature search, no direct measurement of force generated on the anterior abdominal surface during normal breathing was found. Accordingly, after a brief background on respiratory motion, the experimental set-up used to measure the distance and force during respiration is presented along with the results obtained. These measurements are also used to determine the benchtop test setup parameters used for device characterization (discussed more in chapter 6.0).

The equation of motion of the respiration system during quiet breathing is given by a single first order differential equation [98-100]:

\[ P_{(t)} = EV_{(t)} + R\dot{V}_{(t)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5-1)

where at any instant \( t \), \( P_{(t)} \) is the pressure exerted across the system that produces instantaneous air flow \( \dot{V}_{(t)} \) and volume displacement \( V_{(t)} \), and \( E \) and \( R \), respectively, are the elastance and resistance
of the respiratory system. Any force applied to the respiratory system is either stored as elastic energy or dissipated as resistive energy. The elastic element of the respiratory system consists of the chest wall and the lungs. The resistive element are the conducting airways. The chest wall includes the thoracic cage and the abdominal compartment, which are arranged in parallel, since they undergo almost the same pressure and contribute different volumes. The primary task of the respiratory muscles (Figure 5.1(a)) is to serve the purpose of ventilation, by generating forces necessary to overcome both the elastic and resistive load of the respiratory system. The dome-shaped diaphragm is the most important inspiratory muscle. It is composed of muscle fibers that radiate from the central tendon to attach to the lower rib cage. The zone of apposition is where majority of the muscular portion of the diaphragm lies (Figure 5.1(b)) [101].

The diaphragm exerts two types of forces upon contraction: (i) the muscle fibers shorten and force the dome to displace caudally, thus increasing the intra-abdominal pressure, which causes ventral displacement of the anterior abdominal wall. The net effect is the lowering of pleural pressure ($P_{pl}$) to effect lung expansion. Thus, diaphragmatic pressure increases the trans-diaphragmatic pressure ($P_{di}$), which is partially dependent on abdominal pressure ($P_{ab}$), as $P_{di} = P_{ab} - P_{pl}$. The schematic of pressures applied to chest wall are shown in Figure 5.1(c) [102].

Second, the contracting diaphragm exerts an appositional force. This is related to the configuration of the muscle fibers in the zone of apposition which, in contrast to fibers in the dome, have a much larger radius of curvature. Less pressure is therefore generated to move the diaphragm. The pleural space in the zone of apposition is exposed to approximate abdominal pressure, thereby acting directly to push the lower rib cage in an outward direction. Consequently, the pressure in pleural recess between the apposed diaphragm and the rib cage increases during inspiration. At the beginning of inspiration, both upper and lower rib cage tend to collapse as $P_{pl}$
becomes progressively more sub atmospheric. However, this expected tendency of the upper rib cage to collapse during diaphragmatic contractions because of the negative $P_{pl}$ can be partly diminished by the mechanical interdependence with the lower rib cage, and even offset or reversed into outward motion by the compensatory contraction of the intercostal muscles. Thus, although the diaphragm is the primary muscle of respiration, intercostal and scalene muscles are also actively taking part in quiet respiration to aid in the movement of the chest wall.

The parasternal and external intercostals serve as primary inspiratory muscles by raising the ribs during contraction. In contrast, the internal intercostals, which run at right angles to the externals, serve an expiratory function by contracting during expiration to induce caudal motion of the lower ribs. The scalene muscles contraction also aids inspiration by expanding the rib cage. Several muscles serve an accessory role during periods of increased effort (i.e., exercise, fatigue). These muscles include the sternocleidomastoids, pectoralis minor, and erector spinae, all of which elevate the ribs during contraction.

The respiratory muscles of the abdominal wall, including the obliques, rectus abdominis, and transversus abdominis, are primary expiratory in function by the virtue of the increase in abdominal pressure upon contraction. They aid in unloading the inspiratory muscles during times of stress by their effects on lung volume. The abdomen thus plays a major role in respiratory mechanics. The abdomen, except for the diaphragm superiorly and the anterior abdominal wall, is an essentially incompressible compartment with fixed boundaries. Consequently, the movement of the diaphragm and thoracic cage is coupled with movement of anterior abdominal wall [103].
Figure 5.1. (a) Muscles of respiration. Image from Ref. [103]. (b) Chest wall, frontal section, at end-expiration. Costal diaphragmatic fibers are cranially oriented, resulting in apposition to the lower rib cage. Image from Ref. [101]. (c) Schematic of pressures applied to chest wall and its components, rib cage (rc) and abdomen (ab) during inflation. Image from Ref. [102].
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

As discussed above, the intra-abdominal pressure (IAP) rises and falls throughout inspiration and expiration [104]. This IAP fluctuation during normal breathing is presumed to indicate the pressure moving the abdomen and thoracic wall [105], and the abdominal surface motion measurement is therefore used for continuous monitoring of respiratory function [106]. It has been found that the abdominal wall tension (AWT) reflects Intra-abdominal pressure, and that the epigastric region appears most suitable for AWT measurements [107, 108]. Therefore, the epigastric region is selected for distance and force measurement. The experimental set-up shown in Figure 5.2 consists of a braided elastic band (BEB), photoreflective sensor (PRS), linear actuator, and load cell. The actuator, load cell, and BEB are connected in series (in that order), with the PRS placed under the BEB.

The PRS measures the ratio of expansion and contraction of the BEB using changes in transmissivity of infrared light passing through the BEB when it is pulled and released by the linear actuator [109]. The load cell records the pull force at the same time. Figure 5.3 shows the recorded output signals from the PRS and the load cell. This set-up is used to characterize the BEB by obtaining a relationship between the PRS output voltage and pull force as well as the PRS output voltage and BEB displacement, which is the same as actuator displacement, i.e., ~2.5cm (Figure 5.4). The BEB is then worn around the abdomen with the PRS placed underneath, and the PRS output voltage is recorded during normal respiration (Figure 5.5). The abdomen displacement and pull force generated are then estimated using the relationships obtained from the BEB characterization tests. Figure 5.6 (a) and (b), show the box-plots of the predicted abdomen displacement and force, respectively. The maximum values of predicted displacement and force are 20.22 mm and 1.20 lbf, respectively, and median values are 15.38 mm and 0.97 lbf,
respectively. Figure 5.2(a) shows that the load cell is first connected to an amplifier, which is used to get measurable data from the strain gauge load cell. The output of the amplifier is then sent to the microcontroller. A digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is used to convert the digital signals from the amplifier to analog signals. The motor driver is programmed using a microcontroller to move back-and-forth by ~2.5cm. All analog signals are recorded using a data acquisition system (NI USB 6251).

**Figure 5.2.** (a) Block schematic of the experimental set-up. Dashed box indicates the upstretched state of the braided elastic band, and the upward pointing arrows indicate transmitted light (increases in the stretched state). (b) Constructed experimental set-up. Note: \( d \) is ~2.5cm.

**Figure 5.3.** Recorded output signals from the photoreflective sensor (PRS) and the load cell.
Figure 5.4. (a) Relationship between braided elastic band (BEB) displacement and photoreflective sensor (PRS) output voltage obtained from measurements over 5 stretch cycles \[y = 6.779x + 12.59, \text{R-sq} = 0.884\]. (b) Relationship between pull force and PRS output voltage obtained from measurements over 5 stretch cycles \[y = 0.3152x + 0.8442, \text{R-sq} = 0.9387\].
Figure 5.5. (a) The braided elastic band (BEB) worn around the abdomen with the photorelective sensor (PRS) placed underneath. (b) PRS output signal recorded during normal respiration.

Figure 5.6. (a) Box-plot of predicted abdomen displacement during 7 cycles of normal respiration. (b) Box-plot of predicted abdominal force generated during 7 cycles of normal respiration.
5.3 SUMMARY

Direct measurement of abdominal force and displacement is performed by using a set-up consisting of a braided elastic band (BEB), photoreflective sensor (PRS), linear actuator, and load cell. The BEB is first characterized under stretch-release cycles triggered by a linear actuator by correlating its displacement and the pull force to the PRS output voltage. Post characterization, the BEB is worn around the abdomen along with the PRS underneath to predict its motion during respiration. The separation distance between the dielectric layers and the contact force in the benchtop test setup shown in Figure 4.5 are set to 15mm and 1 lbf (~0.45 kgf), respectively, based on the median abdominal displacement and force of 15.38 mm and 0.97 lbf, respectively, obtained herein. Further, this information also serves as an important design input requirement and is helpful in making design decisions.
6.0 WEARABLE RESPIRATORY ENERGY HARVESTER

6.1 INTRODUCTION

A TENG based on contact-separation mode is demonstrated as a wearable respiratory energy harvester (wREH), with its electric output performance characterized under normal respiratory motion. Figure 6.1 shows a graphic summary. The wREH is small (56mm x 63mm x 17mm), light-weight (20g), and can be comfortably worn around the abdomen just like a belt. A respiratory motion triggered lever mechanism is employed to operate the TENG in contact-separation mode. As the lever mechanism is triggered by abdomen motion during respiration, periodic contact and separation occurs between two different triboelectric material surfaces resulting in alternating flow of inductive electrons between the electrodes deposited on the non-contact side of these surfaces [56, 110]. To enhance the output performance of the wREH by increasing the effective contact area, a microdome-patterned PDMS film is used as one of the triboelectric material surfaces. PDMS has the advantages of flexibility, durability, transparency, non-toxicity, biocompatibility and cost-effectiveness, and has been used to enhance the output power of TENGs through micro/nano patterned surfaces [84, 111]. However, to create such patterned films, a master mold needs to be prepared using photolithography, which is a costly and complex manufacturing process. To overcome this limitation, a simple and cost-effective PLGA
The fabricated wREH triggered under test conditions representing normal respiratory motion, delivers a peak open-circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) of 16.8 V, surface charge density ($\sigma$) of 33.5 $\mu$Cm$^{-2}$ per cycle, and maximum area power density of 7.584 mWm$^{-2}$ at an external load resistance of 4.6 M$\Omega$. Rectified output of the wREH is used to charge commercial capacitors and light up a light emitting diode (LED). The wREH has also been shown to be utilized as a self-powered respiratory motion sensor capable of tracking rate and depth of respiration.

**Figure 6.1.** Triboelectric nanogenerator using microdome structures is presented as a wearable respiratory energy harvester and self-powered respiration sensor. The harvester is comfortably worn around the abdomen, and operates using a respiratory motion triggered mechanism. The regularly ordered micropatterns engineered using a simple and cost-effective poly lactic-co-glycolic acid patterning technique helps enhance the output performance by enhancing the triboelectric charge density.
6.2 DEVICE DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Several concepts were brainstormed, after which the lever mechanism concept described here was selected (refer Appendix A for details on different concepts generated). The CAD assembly model of wREH housing incorporating the TENG structure and different components of the lever mechanism is shown in Figure 6.2(a). It is well known that the charge generation process of a TENG is significantly affected by humidity and pressure [112, 113]. The housing can not only protect the TENG structure from unwanted mechanical impacts, but can also offer protection from changes in weather conditions. ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) copolymer is selected to make the housing, lever arm, and fixed support, as it is a frequently used material in rapid prototyping of plastic objects [114]. The TENG structure consists of two dielectric components made up of a PET film (15mm x 25mm; 0.05mm thick) and a PDMS film (15mm x 25mm; 0.5mm thick) with microdome structures. Both films are deposited with a copper (Cu) electrode on their non-contact side. One film is attached to the movable support and the other to the fixed support. The movable support is fixed to one miniature ball bearing at the top and one at the bottom. The bearings in turn are fixed in the slots designed for them in the top and the bottom housing, thus creating a lever mechanism with the movable support as the lever arm. The lever arm is connected to a non-compliant belt such that when the belt is worn around the abdomen, the lever arm motion is synchronized with respiratory motion. This creates periodic contact and separation between the two dielectric films of the TENG which is necessary for generating an alternating signal. Figure 6.2(b) shows the fabricated device with the top housing open for observation. An elastic band (stretched to show the TENG structure in a separated state) is used as a return spring, which keeps the movable support in a compressed state such that the two dielectric films are in contact at the end of each exhalation cycle.
Figure 6.2. (a) CAD assembly model of wREH device components. (b) Fabricated prototype. (c) Schematic of fabrication process for PDMS film with microdome structures. (d) Fabricated PDMS film. (e) SEM image of PLGA template with microwells. (f) Magnified view of a section of (e). (g) SEM image of microdome patterned PDMS film. (h) Magnified side angle view of a section of (g).

Figure 6.3 illustrates different possible positions for a return spring and shows how an accordion-like TENG structure can be incorporated in the same housing to scale-up the output power by increasing the effective contact area and thereby the triboelectric surface charge. Here, a single element of such a structure is analyzed. There can be numerous such elements covering the entire abdominal area to achieve an enhanced power output. The triboelectric charge generation
in a TENG can also be enhanced by selecting appropriate charging materials and modifying surface morphology to further increase effective contact area [59, 115].

In that regard, presented here is a new method for fabricating a micro-patterned PDMS film based on a polylactic acid (PLA) patterning technique used in hybrid supercapacitors [116]. The schematic of the fabrication process is shown in Figure 6.2(c). A microwell patterned template (to be discussed further) is first created as a mold for making PDMS film with regularly ordered microdome structures, thus eliminating the need for using traditional photolithography technique to create a patterned silicon wafer mold [57]. Like PLA, a PLGA polymer thin film of appropriate thickness on Cu foil (Figure 6.2(c-i)) self-assembles into well-ordered arrays of microwell structures with dimensions of approximately 5µm after being etched in a chloroform and methanol mixture, thus forming a PLGA template (Figure 6.2(c-ii)). Thereafter, a PDMS mixture is coated onto the PLGA template, allowed to cure (Figure 6.2(c-iii)), and peeled-off carefully. The result is a PDMS film with regularly ordered microdome structures (Figure 6.2(c-iv)). The microwell structures are created because etching induces micro-phase separation of the PLGA film in the mixture. The capillary action during evaporation of chloroform causes the PLGA film to assemble into close-packed array on the foil. The consequent exchange of solvent and non-solvent is responsible for micro-phase separation in the polymer solution. The spongy cellular structure is created due to the liquid-liquid demixing by nucleation and growth of a polymer-poor phase. To obtain patterns with a constant spongy morphology, the phase separation process is stalled before completion. Figure 6.2(d) shows a flexible PDMS film made using this technique. Figure 6.2(e) and 6.1(f) are scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the PLGA template. Figure 6.2(g) and 6.1(h) are SEM images of microdome structures (dome size about 5µm) on the PDMS film. The described fabrication process involves a simple dipping process in a mixture of two fast
evaporating solvents without using any surfactants or stabilizing agents. This process is cost-effective, scalable, and can be performed under ambient conditions, thus offering an attractive alternative to the traditional photolithography technique.

Figure 6.3. CAD assembly model of wREH incorporating an accordion-like TENG structure.

To compare the effect of different surface morphologies on TENG output, different PDMS films were fabricated using different templates – (a) PDMS film patterned using a 2500 grit abrasion pad as a template, (b) Bare PDMS film made using a plain glass slide as template, and (c) PDMS film patterned with an anodisc 200 nm aluminum oxide filter membrane. All fabricated films are of the same area size (15mm x 25mm) and thickness (0.5mm). Open-circuit voltages of TENGs made using all the films were recorded and compared. Results are presented and discussed in section 6.4.
6.2.1 Fabrication of PDMS films

Microdome patterned PDMS film is fabricated as follows:

A PLGA polymer (poly lactic-co-glycolic acid; 85:15) thin film on Cu foil is used to generate an ordered arrangement of microwell structures that is used as a template for making PDMS film with microdome structures. The PLGA polymer resin is first dissolved in chloroform (~3 wt. %) and then coated on Cu foil to a uniform thickness using a doctor blade. The Cu foil with the PLGA thin film is then immersed in a chloroform-methanol mixture (volume ratio of 17/3) for 2s and extracted, forming an array of ordered microwell patterns on its surface. Next, the PDMS elastomer mixture (Sylgard 184, Tow Corning) with a 10:1 ratio (w/w) of the base and the curing agent is stirred, coated on the PLGA template fabricated above, and degassed. The PDMS film with microdome structures is carefully peeled off after curing at room temperature. Any residue of PLGA is dissolved in acetone.

The 2500 grit abrasion disc patterned PDMS film, bare PDMS film, and anodisc filter membrane patterned PDMS film are fabricated as follows:

PDMS elastomer mixture (Sylgard 184, Tow Corning) with a 10:1 ratio (w/w) of the base and the curing agent is stirred, coated on templates: (a) silicon carbide (SiC) 2500 fine grit disc, (b) plain glass slide, and (c) Whatman® anodisc inorganic filter membrane (diam. 47 mm, pore size 200 nm), and then degassed. The PDMS films with 2500 grit patterns, no patterns, and 200nm filter membrane patterns are carefully peeled-off after curing at 100 °C for ~0.5 h. The SiC disc is sputter coated with copper to make peeling-off PDMS easier. The filter membrane is carefully taped on one side to avoid any PDMS leaking onto the other side of the filter. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) is used to dissolve any traces of filter on PDMS.
### 6.2.2 Device fabrication

The wREH consists of (a) a respiratory motion triggered lever mechanism, (b) a contact-separation mode based TENG, (c) an enclosure housing for (a) and (b), and (d) a non-compliant belt. To fabricate (a) and (c), a 3D assembly model is first created using a CAD software (Figure 6.2(a)). The supports and the housing are then 3D printed using ABS copolymer. Two flanged miniature (2mm x 5mm x 2.3mm) double shielded ball bearings are attached to the top and bottom of the lever arm of (a), which is then fixed into the slots designed for it in (c). To fabricate (b), a PET film (15mm x 25mm) with a 0.05mm thickness is deposited with Cu on one side by sputtering, sealed with an adhesive tape, and adhered to the lever arm of (b). Next, a microdome-patterned PDMS film (15mm x 25mm) of 0.5mm thickness is deposited with Cu on the non-patterned side by sputtering, sealed with an adhesive tape, and adhered to the fixed platform of (b). Before sealing, external wires are connected. Once assembled, the lever arm of (a) is attached to one end of the belt through a gap in the enclosure. The belt is made from non-compliant adjustable bands of Velcro® hook and loop fasteners that can easily tighten around the abdomen.

### 6.3 WORKING PRINCIPLE

The working principle of the energy conversion process in a TENG can be explained by the coupling between the triboelectric effect and electrostatic induction under periodic contact and separation of two material surfaces with distinct triboelectric characteristics [39]. Figure 6.4 illustrates the working of the TENG as a wREH in open-circuit condition. Figure 6.4(a) shows the initial state of the TENG outside the device housing, wherein the two dielectric films are separated
by a distance \( d \). In this state, no charge transfer occurs and there is no electric potential difference between the two electrodes. After the TENG structure is assembled in the device housing, the two supports are compressed against each other due to the return spring as previously discussed. Surface charge transfer takes place in the contact area due to the triboelectric effect, resulting in equal and opposite charges on PET and PDMS films, per the triboelectric series [94, 117]. The charge transfers from a material on the positive side of the series to the one on the negative side. The further away the materials are, the greater the charge transferred. As the insulating property of these polymers allows for long-time charge retention [118], the surfaces charges with opposite signs coincide almost in the same plane, with no noticeable potential difference between the electrodes. This represents the initial state of the TENG in the device housing when there is no respiration (Figure 6.4(b)). Once the device is connected to a belt and worn, the onset of inhalation causes the movable support to rotate about the axis formed between the centers of the top and bottom bearings. This results in a separation \( \theta' \) between the dielectric films. As the two films separate, the opposite charges also separate with an air gap, forming a dipole moment that induces a potential difference (\( V_{oc} \)) between the electrodes (Figure 6.4(c)). This is responsible for driving the flow of free electrons through an external load, when connected. As the inhalation cycle continues, \( V_{oc} \) also continues to increase until it reaches a maximum, corresponding to a maximum separation \( \theta'' \) between the dielectric films at the end of inhalation (Figure 6.4(d)). Now, as the exhalation cycle begins (Figure 6.4(e)), \( V_{oc} \) starts decreasing with decreasing separation between the two dielectric films as the return spring works to bring the movable support back to its initial state (Figure 6.4(b)). Consequently, \( V_{oc} \) reaches zero value when the two dielectric films are in contact again. Figure 6.4(f) shows the \( V_{oc} \) signal of the generator for one respiration cycle.
Figure 6.4. Working principle of the TENG as a wREH in open-circuit condition. (a) Initial state outside the device with a separation distance \( d \) between the two dielectric films, i.e., PDMS film with microdome structures (not shown to simplify illustration) and PET film. (b) Initial state after the TENG is assembled inside the device housing under a compressive force bringing the two dielectric films in contact with each other, generating equal and opposite triboelectric charge densities \( \sigma \) on the contact surfaces of the dielectric films. This is the position when there is no respiration taking place. (c) Beginning of inhalation causes a separation \( \theta' \), which results in an induced potential difference between the two electrodes. (d) As inhalation continues, \( V_{oc} \) keeps increasing until it reaches a maximum value at the end of inhalation, corresponding to a maximum separation \( \theta'' \) between the films. (e) Beginning of exhalation causes the separation to gradually reduce back to \( \theta' \), and eventually back to the initial state (b), continually diminishing \( V_{oc} \) in the process. (f) Open-circuit voltage corresponding to one respiration cycle.

To further understand the working principle, finite element simulations using experimental parameters are conducted to calculate the electric potential distribution in the TENG for different separations between the dielectric films. The schematic of the finite element model is shown in Figure 6.5(a). This structure is surrounded by air, which is selected as the ground and represents the electric potential at infinity [63]. The PDMS and PET films are assigned an experimental \( \sigma \) of
-10 nCm\(^{-2}\) and +10 nCm\(^{-2}\), respectively. This value of \(\sigma\) is estimated based on equation, \(V_{oc} = \sigma d/\epsilon_0\) (reported in Ref. [56]), where \(\epsilon_0\) is the permittivity of free space, \(V_{oc}\) is 16.8 V, and \(d\) is 15mm. Using this estimate as a boundary condition results in realistic simulations of electric potential, as discussed in section 4.0 The electric potential difference between the electrodes is zero in case of full contact and rises with increasing separation, reaching 9.34 V for a separation of 60° (Figure 6.5(b-f)). These simulation results are consistent with the mechanism described previously.

**Figure 6.5.** (a) Schematic of the finite element model. Finite element simulation of the potential distribution in the TENG for angular separations of (b) 0°, (c) 15°, (d) 30°, (e) 45°, and (f) 60° between the PDMS and PET films.

### 6.4 DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION

Systematic characterization of the TENG is conducted using a robust vertical contact-separation set-up shown in Figure 4.5. It is reasonable to use a vertical periodic motion to characterize the angular TENG structure presented here, because the working principle remains the same. To validate this, finite element simulations were performed for vertical separations corresponding to
the angular separations in Figure 6.5. Figure 6.6 shows that the trend as well as magnitude of electric potential distribution in the TENG is similar in both cases. For the test conditions to be in the range of normal respiratory motion, a contact-separation frequency of 0.33 Hz is selected [21, 119, 120]. In addition, measurements to determine abdomen displacement and force generated during normal respiration were performed (refer section 5.0). Consequently, the vertical separation distance of the test set-up is fixed at 15 mm with a contact force of ~0.45 kgf. Figure 6.7 shows the measured contact force using a force sensitive resistor.

**Figure 6.6.** Finite element simulation of the potential distribution in the TENG for different vertical separations between the PDMS and PET films. Note: For an angular separation of 15º between the two dielectric films, the vertical separation between the midpoints of the films is measured to be 4mm using a CAD model. Thus, the simulation for 4mm vertical separation corresponds to the simulation for 15º angular separation. Similarly, the simulations for vertical separations of 0mm, 7mm, 10mm, and 13mm correspond to the simulations for angular separations of 0º, 30º, 45º, and 60º, respectively.
Figure 6.7. Measurement of contact force of the test set-up using a force sensor. (a) Force sensor calibration curve. (b) Output voltage of the force sensor after being attached to the test set-up.

The measured open-circuit voltage of the TENG is shown in Figure 6.8(a), where the magnitude of voltage peak reaches 16.8 V. For comparison with different surface morphologies, open-circuit voltages are obtained using: (a) PDMS film patterned with a 2500 grit abrasion disc, (b) non-patterned bare PDMS film; and (c) PDMS film patterned with an anodisc 200nm aluminum oxide filter membrane. Figure 6.9 compares the $V_{oc}$ signals obtained from the aforementioned films. The peak $V_{oc}$ obtained using microdome patterned PDMS is approximately 32, 8, and 4 times greater than that obtained using (a), (b), and (c), respectively. This suggests a consistently well-ordered microdome structure throughout the surface area of the film. The difference in $V_{oc}$ signals can be explained by the fact that all engineered surfaces are rough to some extent and contact happens only at the apex of the surface asperities [121, 122]. With well-ordered micro/nano patterns, the surface roughness parameters related to height, depth, width, and spacing of the asperities can be controlled, thus ensuring a minimum contact area at the very instance of contact. This minimum area is therefore potentially greater than that in an apparently flat surface, as there are more points of contact.
Figure 6.8. Performance characterization of the TENG under normal respiratory motion. (a) Measured open-circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$). Inset: enlarged view of the single highlighted cycle. (b) Output peak voltage, output peak current, and (c) output area power density dependence on external load resistance. Error bars represent standard deviation (SD) from the mean (n = 7). (d) Measured voltage across a $1\mu$F capacitor charged by the fabricated TENG. Inset: the equivalent circuit to store the harvested energy. (e) The equivalent circuit for lighting up a light emitting diode (LED) using the energy stored from the harvester. Inset: LED illuminated by a $100 \mu$F capacitor.

Since the contact area increases with an increase in contact load, the use of PDMS with micropatterns is particularly important in the presented study as the contact force is low. The
elasticity of the microdome patterned PDMS allows for an increase in the effective contact area for a small increment in force, thereby increasing the interface roughness when in contact with the PET surface. In that light, sample (a) shows the effect of having micro-wells instead of micro-projections, which reduces the generator output via reducing the interface roughness as compared to that in (b). Sample (c) shows the effect of nanoprojections surrounded by nanocracks, which enhances the generator output via increasing the interface roughness as compared to that in (b). Microdome patterned PDMS giving an enhanced output as compared to that obtained from sample (c) could be because the nanocracks do not allow for sufficient deformation of the nanoprojections, which is necessary to increase the effective contact area. Figure 6.10 shows the SEM images of the surfaces of the abrasion disc, PDMS film made using the disc, and PDMS film made using the anodisc filter membrane. It must be noted that the peak shape of the voltage is due to the measurement being performed using an oscilloscope with a 10x probe, having an equivalent input impedance of 10MΩ.

To systematically study the reliance of output performance of the TENG on different external loads, different resistors were connected across the TENG. Figure 6.8(b) shows means and standard deviations (SD) of the output voltage and current peaks under different values of external load resistances. The measured peak voltage mean increased from 1.440 V \((n = 7, SD = 0.108)\) to 6.777 V \((n = 7, SD = 0.100)\) when the load resistance increased from 1.5 MΩ to 50 MΩ. The peak current mean showed an opposite trend, decreasing from 0.960 µA \((n = 7, SD = 0.072)\) to 0.136 µA \((n = 7, SD = 0.002)\) under the same external loads. Figure 6.8(c) shows the dependence of the corresponding instantaneous area power density \((P/A = V^2/RA, \text{with } A \text{ being the effective area, i.e., } 375\text{mm}^2)\) on different external load resistances. A maximum area power density of 7.584 mWm\(^{-2}\) is achieved at an external load resistance of 4.6 MΩ. This is the optimum external circuit
condition for energy conversion. Further, to demonstrate the impact of contact force and frequency on generator output, $V_{oc}$ was recorded as the contact force increased from approximately 0.45 kgf to 0.51 kgf while the contact-separation frequency was varied from 0.33 Hz to 1.67 Hz (Figure 6.11). Fundamentally, the peak values of $V_{oc}$ should be independent of external motion frequency [41, 45]. The observed linear increase in the magnitude of $V_{oc}$ can therefore be mainly attributed to the increasing contact force, and to the possibility of some charges accumulating due to incomplete neutralization at higher frequencies, causing an increase in the triboelectric potential. This reiterates the challenge of harvesting at low frequency and low force.

**Figure 6.9.** Open circuit voltage output of the TENG obtained using (a) 2500 grit abrasion disc patterned PDMS film, (b) non-patterned bare PDMS film, and (c) anodisc 200nm filter membrane patterned PDMS film.
Figure 6.10. SEM images of (a) surface of silicon carbide (SiC) 2500 grit disc, (b) magnified view of a section of (a), (c) PDMS film made using (a) as template, (d) magnified view of a section of (c), and (e) PDMS film made using anodisc filter membrane as template. The circled portion in (d) highlights a single microwell (~3 µm in size) formed due to a dispersed SiC particle on the disc. The circled portion in (e) highlights a single nanoprojection surrounded by nanocracks formed due to 200nm pore structure of the filter membrane.
An energy storage unit such as a capacitor, supercapacitor, or battery is needed to store the energy from the AC pulses generated by the TENG to provide a constant bias voltage or current to power electronic devices [123]. To demonstrate this capability, a circuit integrating the TENG with a full-wave bridge rectifier and a 1 µF capacitor is constructed, and the voltage across the capacitor is monitored. Figure 6.8(d) shows that a 1 µF capacitor charged from 0.016 V to 1.261 V in 300 s, corresponding to an accumulated $\sigma$ of 33.5 µC m$^{-2}$ per cycle ($\sigma$/cycle = $C\Delta V/ATf$), where $C$ is 1 µF, $\Delta V$ is 1.245 V, $A$ is 375 mm$^2$, $T$ is 300 s, and $f$ is 0.33 Hz). Furthermore, a 100 µF capacitor is charged using the circuit shown in Figure 6.8(e), and the stored energy is used to light up an LED. Here, the capacitor is first continuously charged by the TENG (switch S1 on; switch S2 off). Once the capacitor is charged to a suitable voltage (> bias voltage of the LED), it is disconnected from the TENG (S1 off), and the stored energy from the capacitor is used to light up the LED (S2 on). In addition to reliably charging capacitors, a durability test (>1000 cycles) was also conducted to confirm mechanical stability of the microdome structures (Figure 6.12). These measurements demonstrate the feasibility of harvesting energy from respiratory motion using a contact-separation mode based TENG for use as a sustainable power source.
Lastly, a note on efficiency -- the efficiency ($\eta$) of the generator is estimated using the following formula:

$$\eta = \left( \frac{\text{Electrical Output Power} (P_e)}{\text{Mechanical Input Power} (P_m)} \right) \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (6-1)

The mechanical input power is calculated as follows:

$$P_m = \frac{\text{Work} (W)}{\text{time} (t)} = \frac{\text{Force} \times \text{distance}}{t} = \text{Force} \times \text{velocity}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6-2)

$$= 0.45 \text{Kgf} \times 1.5 \text{cm} \left( \frac{20 \text{ breaths}}{\text{min}} \right) \left( \frac{\text{min}}{60 \text{ sec}} \right) = 22.1 \text{ mW}$$

As discussed previously, a maximum area power density of 7.584 mWm$^{-2}$ is achieved by the wREH with the single TENG element. Therefore, $P_e$ for this single element can be calculated as follows:
\[ P_e = \text{Area Power Density} \times \text{TENG element area} \]  
\[ = \frac{7.584 \text{mW}}{m^2} \times 375 \text{mm}^2 = 2.84 \mu \text{W} \]

Substituting calculated values of \( P_m \) and \( P_e \) in equation (6-1), we get efficiency for a single element (\( \eta_1 \)) as:

\[ \eta_1 = 0.013\% \]  

(6-4)

The overall efficiency can be increased with number of elements, utilizing as much of the available abdominal surface area as possible. The mean waist circumference of an adult man in the United States is \( \sim 100 \text{cm} \) [124], and the height of the abdomen is \( \sim 25 \text{cm} \) [125]. From these dimensions, the total abdominal surface area (\( A_{abdomen} \)) available is approximated by considering the abdomen to be a cylinder of radius \( (r) \) and height \( (h) \), and calculating half the lateral surface area as follows:

\[ A_{abdomen} \approx \pi rh \approx \pi \times \frac{100 \text{cm}}{2\pi} \times 25 \text{cm} \approx 1250 \text{ cm}^2 \]  

(6-5)

Assuming 50% of this surface area can be utilized to position several TENG elements, the total efficiency (\( \eta_t \)) can be calculated as follows:

\[ \eta_t = \frac{7.584 \text{mW}}{m^2} \times 625 \text{cm}^2 \times 100 = 2.145\% \]  

(6-6)
6.5 TESTING AS A RESPIRATORY MOTION SENSOR

The wREH is utilized as a self-powered respiratory motion sensor capable of tracking frequency as well as depth of respiration. The wREH is attached to a non-compliant belt and worn around the abdomen as shown in Figure 6.13(a). As previously discussed, due to the respiratory motion triggered lever mechanism, the separation between the two dielectric films of the TENG structure in the device housing corresponds to the abdomen motion during respiration. Changing separation induces a change in the output voltage between the two electrodes of the TENG, which can be used to monitor respiration. For instance, the time interval between signal peaks can be used to determine respiratory rate (Figure 6.13(b)), whereas the depth of respiration can be correlated to the peak amplitude (Figure 6.13(c)). Furthermore, the TENG voltage signal can be correlated to a spirogram to obtain vital information about lung volumes and capacities [126].

The chest wall is considered a structure with two compartments, the rib cage and the abdomen, with only one degree of freedom. So, any abdominal volume change must be equal and opposite to that of the rib cage, as both compartments undergo the same pressure and contribute different volumes. Volume change, which is a product of airflow rate and time duration [127, 128], is related to antero-posterior diameter changes. Therefore, a volume-motion relationship can be established and the abdomen motion can then be used to estimate lung volume changes [129-131]. Since the TENG voltage signal corresponds to the circumferential motion of the abdomen during respiration, it in turn represents the increase and decrease in abdominal volume. The area under the voltage-time curve of the TENG (based on a start point, a stop point, and a baseline) can thus be correlated to respiration volume parameters. For example, the area under part of the voltage signal obtained during the inhalation cycle of a spirometry test can be correlated to the Inspiratory Reserve Volume (IRV). Likewise, the area under part of the voltage signal obtained during the exhalation cycle of
a spirometry test will correspond to the *Expiratory Reserve Volume* (ERV). Since abnormal respiration is a marker of serious illness [132, 133], a potential application of such a self-powered biosensor can be in remote health monitoring. Abdomen/chest motion can reveal important information about respiration and may help to identify and manage patients at the risk of respiratory malfunctions and other serious adverse events.

![Figure 6.13](image)

**Figure 6.13.** Application of the TENG as a respiratory motion sensor. (a) Fabricated wREH worn around the abdomen. (b) Voltage responses to slow and fast respiration. (c) Voltage responses to shallow (small abdomen motion) and deep (large abdomen motion) respiration.

It is worth noting that the ratio of positive voltage peak to negative voltage peak is higher in Figure 6.8(a) compared to that seen in Figure 6.13(b) and Figure 6.13(c), making the negative voltage peak in Figure 6.8(a) seem almost invisible. This asymmetry should be due to a lower
contact force and thereby a lower triboelectric charge density during the respiration test \((\text{wherein the device prototype is worn around the abdomen})\), compared to that in the vertical contact-separation benchtop test setup used for Figure 4a. This is because the lever mechanism in the device amplifies separation between the contacting surfaces to incorporate the accordion-like TENG structure to increase the effective contact area, as previously discussed (Figure 6.3). Therefore, owing to a lower charge density in the device prototype when tested with a single element of the accordion-like structure, the positive voltage peaks in Figure 6.13(b) and Figure 6.13(c) are smaller than those in Figure 6.8(a), resulting in the said asymmetry.

### 6.6 SUMMARY

In summary, a wearable design of a contact-separation mode based TENG employing a respiratory motion triggered lever mechanism is presented. It has been demonstrated that this design can function as a respiratory energy harvester as well as a self-powered respiratory motion sensor. The TENG consists of a PET film and a microdome-patterned PDMS film as its two triboelectric layers. For each film, a Cu electrode is deposited on the non-contact surface. The PLGA patterning technique demonstrated here provides an attractive alternative for preparing PDMS films with micro/nano structures for TENGs. By converting the mechanical energy from respiratory motion, the TENG device can produce a peak open-circuit voltage of up to 16.8 V and a maximum area power density of 7.584 mWm\(^{-2}\) at an external load resistance of 4.6 MΩ. The PDMS film with microdome patterns enhanced the generator output by approximately 32, 8, and 4 times, compared to that obtained with PDMS films with microwells, bare surface, and surface with nanoprojections surrounded by nanocracks, respectively. As a respiratory motion sensor, the TENG device can not
only detect the respiratory rate, but also the depth of respiration. The TENG has been shown to charge a 1 µF capacitor from 0.016 V to 1.261 V in 300 seconds, corresponding to an accumulated surface charge density of 33.5 µC m⁻² in one respiration cycle. Furthermore, a 100 µF capacitor is reliably charged and used to light-up an LED. This work demonstrates the possibility of using contact-separation mode based TENG to non-invasively harvest energy from respiratory motion, and thereby its potential towards practical applications as an effective power source for low power wearable electronics and integrated body sensor networks.
7.0 USING A SYNCHRONOUS SWITCH TO ENHANCE OUTPUT ENERGY OF TRIBOELECTRIC NANOGENERATORS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Although TENGs have been demonstrated as a promising technology for mechanical energy harvesting [134], there are major challenges that need to be addressed for improving integration of TENGs with electronic systems for practical applications. TENGs are high impedance charge sources and usually have high output voltage but very low current. The inherent high impedance creates a huge mismatch when TENGs are directly integrated with energy storage devices such as batteries and capacitors, due to their low impedance, resulting in an inefficient energy conversion. This problem is generally solved via power management circuit designs [44, 45, 135]. Furthermore, as discussed in previous chapters, harvesting mechanical energy from irregular, low-frequency, and low-force motions is a great challenge. This is further emphasized in Table 7.1 which gives a summary of output performance of different triboelectric nanogenerators operating at low contact-separation frequency ($F_{cs} \leq 5$ Hz) and low contact force ($F \leq 5$ N). Keeping these challenges in mind, the switch based contact-mode TENG (SW-TENG) presented here offers a potential alternative or complementary approach.

Contact-mode TENGs generally operates as a floating source with its two electrodes connected to an arbitrary external circuit forming a closed loop. In the SW-TENG, a switch is placed between one electrode and the external circuit, electrically isolating the TENG from the
external circuit when open, and vice-versa, when closed (refer Figure 7.1(a) and (b)). Using an electromagnetic relay, the effect of different switching frequencies while keeping the contact-separation frequency \(f_{cs}\) and contact force constant at 1Hz and ~0.5kgf, respectively, is presented. The versatility of the approach is presented via demonstrating the switching effect in three TENGs fabricated with different types of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) based films – (a) bare, (b) microdome patterned, and (c) PDMS-Carbon nanofiber (CNF) composite. When the switching frequency \(f_{sw}\) is in sync with \(f_{cs}\), the stored charges can be increased by a factor of 2.48, 2.25, and 1.92 in TENGs made with samples (a), (b), and (c), respectively, compared to that obtained under typical TENG operation. Figure 7.1 summarizes the difference between the structures of a typical TENG and a SW-TENG, and highlights the switching effect on stored voltages obtained using these two configurations. Further, a maximum area power density of 3.4Wcm\(^{-2}\), 20Wcm\(^{-2}\), and 31.7Wcm\(^{-2}\) is achieved at a resistance of 56Ω, in SW-TENGs made with samples (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Compared with the typical TENG, the optimal load resistance is decreased by six orders of magnitude, from megaohms to ohms.

Feasibility of SW-TENG for practical applications is demonstrated by using rectified output of the SW-TENG under synchronous switching to charge commercial capacitors and light up three light emitting diodes. In addition, a mechanical switch prototype is constructed and tested, confirming the practicality of the approach, thus providing a new approach for mechanical energy harvesting and opening the possibility of new designs and applications of TENGs across all its operating modes. A potential application for the SW-TENGs presented here can be as a self-powered sensor for monitoring electromagnetic relays that are a key component in automatic control system, telemetering system and communication system, and are widely used in the industries of electrical, aerospace, and mechanical, etc. [136-139].
Table 7.1. Summary of output performance of different triboelectric nanogenerators operating at low contact-separation frequency ($F_{cs} \leq 5$ Hz) and low contact force ($F \leq 5$ N)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$F_{cs}$ [Hz]</th>
<th>$F$ [N]</th>
<th>TENG device size [cm$^2$]</th>
<th>Area Power Density [μWcm$^{-2}$]</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0286 *</td>
<td>Ko, Y. H., et al. (2014)[115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>Li, W., et al. (2014)[140]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.996</td>
<td>Ko, Y. H., et al. (2014)[84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Zi, Y., et al. (2015)[141]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 **</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Zhu, Y., et al. (2016)[34]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Instantaneous area power density estimated from Figure 5a; ** Estimated from Figure 1

Figure 7.1. (a) Structures of a typical TENG and a SW-TENG. (b) Highlighting the switching effect by comparing the stored voltages obtained using the two configurations.
7.2 SW-TENG STRUCTURE AND WORKING

Figure 7.2(a) shows the basic structure diagram of the SW-TENG in initial state, wherein a switch is placed in between electrode 1 and the voltmeter. Figure 7.2 (b-d) illustrates the working for synchronous switching ($f_{sw} = f_{cs}$) in open-circuit condition. In the initial state, the switch is closed, and with no external force applied to the structure ($F(t) = 0$), the two dielectric films are separated by a distance, $x(t) = x_{\text{max}}$ (10mm in the experiments presented in this paper). In this state, no charge transfer occurs and there is no electric potential difference between the two electrodes. Once an external force is applied, the two dielectric films are brought into contact and the switch opens at this instance. Surface charge transfer occurs in the contact area due to triboelectrification (Figure 7.2(b)). This results in equal and opposite charges on the contact surfaces of dielectric 1 and dielectric 2, depending on their position in the triboelectric series [94, 117]. The material on the negative side of the series accepts charges from the material on the positive side, and the charge transfer increases as the gap between the selected material pair in the series increases, i.e., the higher the charge affinity difference between the materials, the higher is the amount of charge transferred. Since the decay of tribocharges can be neglected for insulating polymers [118], the confined surface charges with opposite signs coincide in almost the same plane, leading to no potential difference ($V$) being developed between the electrodes.

Once the force releases (Figure 7.2(c)), the separation distance between the dielectric films starts increasing gradually, thus separating the opposite tribocharges with an air-gap which induces a $V$ between the electrodes under open-circuit condition. This potential difference is not seen by the voltmeter, since the open switch electrically isolates the TENG from the measurement equipment, which allows for a maximum potential difference ($V_{\text{max}}$) build-up between the electrodes, as any charge leak through the measurement equipment is prevented (a practical
voltmeter will not have an ideal input resistance of infinity). Now, as the structure reaches the released state (Figure 7.2(d)), the switch closes at the instance of maximum separation between the dielectric films ($x(t) = x_{\text{max}}$), resulting in $V_{\text{max}}$ appearing across the voltmeter. As the external force is reapplied (Fig. 1(e)), $V$ starts diminishing from $V_{\text{max}}$ to zero as the separation distance between the dielectric films keeps reducing, eventually reaching zero on full contact (Figure 7.2(b)). This marks the end of one complete energy conversion cycle.

![Figure 7.2](image)

**Figure 7.2.** Structure and working of the SW-TENG for synchronous switching ($f_{\text{sw}} = f_{\text{cs}}$) in open-circuit condition.

Here, a PET film (0.05mm thick; 15mm x 25mm) is used as dielectric 1, and for dielectric 2, three different types of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) based films are used – (a) bare PDMS film, (b) microdome patterned PDMS film, and (c) PDMS-CNF composite film. All PDMS based films are 0.5mm thick and have an area of 15mm x 25mm. Sputtered gold (Au) is used as the electrode material. The use of these different film types enables the assessment of the effect of surface morphology and dielectricity. Micropatterns on the contact surface of PDMS increases the
interface roughness compared [142], whereas adding CNFs in PDMS increases the effective dielectric constant [143], compared to bare PDMS. Figure 7.3 shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the microwell poly lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) template, microdome patterned PDMS film, CNFs, and the PDMS-CNF composite film. The PLGA template (Figure 7.3(a)) is used as a mold to make the microdome patterned PDMS film with dome size of about 5 µm (Figure 7.3(b)). The CNFs having a diameter of about 200 nm are well dispersed in PDMS ((Figure 7.3(c) and (d)). Fabrication details are provided in the Methods section.

Figure 7.3. SEM images of (a) microwell PLGA template; inset: magnified view, (b) microdome patterned PDMS film; inset: magnified side angle view, (c) Carbon nanofibers (CNFs); inset: magnified view, and (d) PDMS-CNF composite film.
7.3 THE SWITCHING EFFECT

7.3.1 Increase in open-circuit voltage and stored charge

The working if the SW-TENG is experimentally demonstrated by connecting an electromagnetic relay between electrode 1 and the voltage measurement equipment. In addition to the synchronous case, the effect of switching frequencies higher and lower than a fixed contact-separation frequency of 1 Hz is explored by controlling the electromagnetic relay using a photoreflective sensor (PRS) and a microcontroller. Specifically, switching frequencies of 0.33Hz, 0.67Hz, 1.33Hz, 1.67Hz, and 2Hz are tested. The switching strategy is shown in Figure 7.4, which illustrates that the relay switch starts operating at the defined frequency by opening at the instance of first contact between the dielectric films. Details of the test set-up are discussed more in section 7.5. Figure 7.5 shows the voltage outputs of three different TENGs operating at different switching frequencies. The three TENGs are made using a PET film as its first dielectric material, and a bare PDMS film, microdome patterned PDMS film, and PDMS-CNF composite film as its second dielectric material, as previously discussed. It is found that the output voltage significantly increases across all switching frequencies for all TENGs, compared to that obtained in the typical TENG operation. Consistent values of voltage peaks are observed in the synchronous switching case \( f_{sw} = f_{cs} \), wherein the voltage has been observed to increase approximately by a factor of up to 22 (66 V compared to 2.88 V), 17 (156 V compared to 8.8 V), and 90 (178 V compared to 1.96 V) for the bare PDMS, microdome PDMS, and PDMS-CNF based TENGs, respectively.

To assess the output enhancing capability of the SW-TENG, a 1\( \mu \)F capacitor is charged using all three TENGs, with and without switching. A circuit integrating the TENG with a full-wave bridge rectifier and a 1 \( \mu \)F capacitor is constructed, and the voltage across the capacitor is
recorded. Figure 7.6 shows the stored voltage curves for all six cases. Stored charge \((Q_c)\) per cycle is calculated for each case using the following equation:

\[
Q_c = \frac{C \Delta V}{T f_{cs}} \tag{7-1}
\]

where \(C\) is the capacitance, \(\Delta V\) is the total stored voltage, \(T\) is the total charging time, and \(f_{cs}\) is the contact separation frequency.

**Figure 7.4.** Switching strategy for measuring the output voltage of SW-TENG at different frequencies. The sinusoidal wave represents the contact-separation motion, and the square waves represent the ON and OFF states of the switch at switching frequencies of 0.33 Hz, 0.67 Hz, 1 Hz, 1.33 Hz, 1.67 Hz, and 2 Hz. Note that for all switching frequencies, the relay switch is initially closed (ON), and opens (OFF) at the first instance of contact. Note: The duty cycle for every switching frequency is 50%.
Figure 7.5. Effect of different switching frequencies on voltage outputs of three different TENGs. The columns represent outputs from TENGs made using (A) bare PDMS film, (B) microdome patterned PDMS film, and (C) PDMS-CN film. Rows represent outputs under (a) typical TENG operation (no switch), (b) $f_{sw} = 0.33$ Hz, (c) $f_{sw} = 0.67$ Hz, (d) $f_{sw} = 1$ Hz (synchronous case), (e) $f_{sw} = 1.33$ Hz, (f) $f_{sw} = 1.67$ Hz, and (g) $f_{sw} = 2$ Hz. Note: In all cases, $f_{cs} = 1$ Hz.
Figure 7.6. Stored voltage measured across a $1\mu$F capacitor while it is being charged with (a) a typical TENG (no switch) and SW-TENG under synchronous switching, both made using a bare PDMS film, (b) a typical TENG (no switch) and SW-TENG under synchronous switching, both made using a microdome PDMS film, and (c) a typical TENG (no switch) and SW-TENG under synchronous switching, both made using a PDMS-CNФ composite film.
The stored charge per cycle for the bare PDMS, microdome patterned PDMS, and PDMS-CNF composite based TENGs under typical operation (with \( f_{cs} \) equal to 1Hz) is 4.87nC, 7.39nC, and 11.65nC, respectively. Similarly, the stored charge per cycle for the bare PDMS, microdome patterned PDMS, and PDMS-CNF composite based TENGs under synchronous switching operation (with \( f_{cs} \) and \( f_{sw} \) equal to 1 Hz) is 12.08nC, 16.65nC, and 22.37nC, respectively. This indicates that synchronous switching can enhance the stored charges by a factor of 2.48, 2.25, and 1.92 in the bare PDMS, microdome PDMS, and PDMS-CNF based SW-TENGs, respectively, compared to that achieved under the typical TENG operation. This result is conservative. The actual increase should be larger because a capacitor is not an ideal storage element, and the leakage current leakage increases with applied voltage.

### 7.3.2 Dependence on external load resistance

The dependence of the output performance of the SW-TENG on different external loads is systematically studied by connecting different load resistances across the generator. Figure 7.7(a-c) shows means and standard deviations (SD) of the output voltage and current peaks under different values of external load resistances. For SW-TENG made using the bare PDMS film, it is observed that the peak voltage mean increased from 13.5 V (n = 8; SD = 0.3) to 55.3 V (n = 8; SD = 0.8), while the peak current mean decreased from 900.0 mA (n = 8; SD = 21.8) to 0.1 mA (n = 8; SD = 0.0), as the load resistance increased from 15 \( \Omega \) to 1 M \( \Omega \) (Figure 7.7(a)). Similarly, for SW-TENG made with the microdome patterned PDMS film, the peak voltage mean increased from 27.0 V (n = 8; SD = 0.8) to 121.3 V (n = 8; SD = 2.7), while the peak current mean decreased from 1800.0 mA (n = 8; SD = 50.4) to 0.1 mA (n = 8; SD = 0.0), as the load resistance increased from 15 \( \Omega \) to 1 M \( \Omega \) (Figure 7.7(b)). For SW-TENG made with the PDMS-CNF composite film, the
peak voltage mean increased from 36.8 V (n = 8; SD = 0.8) to 174.0 V (n = 8; SD = 0.4), while the peak current mean decreased from 2450.0 mA (n = 8; SD = 56.0) to 0.2 mA (n = 8; SD = 0.0), as the load resistance increased from 15 Ω to 1 M Ω (Figure 7.7(c)). Figure 7.7(d-f) shows the means and SDs of the corresponding instantaneous area power density (calculated using equation (7-2)) under different external load resistances. The maximum area power density ($P_d$) achieved in the three SW-TENGs (in the order listed) is 3.4 W cm$^{-2}$, 20 W cm$^{-2}$, and 31.7 W cm$^{-2}$, at an external resistance of 56 Ω, respectively. This is the optimum external circuit condition for energy conversion for all three SW-TENGs presented here.

$$P_d = \frac{V^2}{RA}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7-2)

where $V$ is the peak output voltage of the SW-TENG, $R$ is the external load resistance, and $A$ is the nominal area of the device, i.e., 15 mm x 25 mm.

TENGs have high inherent impedance stemming from their inherent capacitance, and therefore face a huge impedance mismatch when coupled with energy storage units which usually have low impedance. The high impedance of TENGs leads to very low short-circuit currents which limits its applications. This is particularly true when the mechanical energy source is low-frequency, resulting in ultralow energy storage efficiency (only about 1% when a TENG is used to charge an ideal 1 V battery) [40, 144, 145]. The optimum load resistance ($R_{opt}$) for a typical TENG can be estimated using equation (7-3), and is generally in the MΩ range [56]. This was evident when the same microdome PDMS based TENG discussed in this chapter was evaluated under typical operating condition, i.e., without a switch, and the optimal load resistance was found to be 4.6 MΩ (refer Figure 6.8(c)). Here, $R_{opt}$ for the SW-TENGs is found to be six orders of magnitude lower, in the ohm range. This is a potential benefit of the SW-TENG.
where \( d_0 \) is the effective dielectric constant, \( x_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum separation distance between the dielectric films, \( A \) is the nominal area of contact, \( v \) is the average velocity, and \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of free space.

\[
R_{\text{opt}} \approx \frac{(d_0 + x_{\text{max}})^2}{A v \varepsilon_0}
\]  

(7-3)

**Figure 7.7.** Reliance of the output performance of the SW-TENG on external load. (a-c) Output peak voltage, output peak current, and (d-e) instantaneous output area power density dependence on external load resistance in SW-TENGs made with a bare PDMS film, microdome patterned PDMS film, and PDMS-CNFF composite film. Note: Error bars represent standard deviation (SD) from the mean \((n = 8)\).
The decrease in $R_{opt}$ should be because the inherent capacitance of the TENG ($C_{teng}$) is electrically isolated from the external circuit for the time duration the switch is open, i.e., for half cycle from contact to separation in the synchronous switching case. The inherent high impedance of the TENG stems from its inherent capacitance, and any factor that increases $C_{teng}$ will lower the inherent impedance, which in turn will lower $R_{opt}$ [91]. From equation (7-3), it is seen that $R_{opt}$ is dependent on the structural parameters of the TENG and the velocity of motion, and is independent of the tribocharge density. An increase in $v$ will lower $R_{opt}$. As discussed, the circuit only closes when the relay switch closes, bringing the switch contact mechanism into the picture. The contact velocity of the relay switch is several hundred mm/s, and its contact resistance is in the mΩ range [146-148]. This should be additional contributing factors towards lowering $R_{opt}$ of the TENG. $R_{opt}$ is possibly a combination of the relay contact resistance and the TENG impedance seen by the circuit when the switch closes. There may be other factors responsible and further investigation is necessary. Another noteworthy point is that the isolation of the inherent capacitance from the external circuit is also a reason behind the increase in the stored energy across the load capacitor discussed above (Figure 7.6). This is because the total stored energy when $x(t) = x_{max}$ is inversely proportional to the square of the sum of the load capacitance ($C_{load}$) and the inherent capacitance of the TENG ($C_{teng}$) [144]. Another factor to investigate to understand the enhancement of output energy better would be the effect of decrease in time duration of the voltage peaks compared to the effect of the increase in voltage amplitude, due to synchronous switching.
7.4 VALIDATING FEASIBILITY FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

To validate the feasibility of SW-TENG for practical applications, the circuit shown in Figure 7.8 was constructed to light up 3 LEDs connected in series. A storage element such as a capacitor or battery can be used to collect the energy generated in the SW-TENG. Here, a rectified SW-TENG output is used to continuously charge a capacitor to a suitable voltage (switch S1 on; switch S2 off). This stored energy is then used to light up the LEDs by disconnecting the capacitor from the SW-TENG (S1 off) and connecting it across the LEDs (S2 on). The SW-TENG is operated under the synchronous switching condition.

![Figure 7.8. The equivalent circuit for lighting up LEDs using the energy stored from the SW-TENG.](image)

Finally, to explore the potential of SW-TENGs to be a completely autonomous energy harvester, a mechanical switch prototype was fabricated and tested. Figure 7.9(a) shows the structure, working, and $V_{oc}$ test results of the prototype. It is obvious that the working of the mechanical prototype switch is similar to the synchronous switching case shown in Figure 7.2, except that the prototype switch only closes when $x(t) = x_{max}$, and is open the remainder of the time. Briefly, metal 3 and metal 1 form a mechanical switch. Once an external force is applied to the structure, bringing the two dielectrics in contact, equal and opposite triboelectric charge
densities (σ) are developed on the contact surfaces. The gap between metal 3 and metal 1 is now $x_{\text{max}}$, and the TENG structure is electrically isolated from the external circuit, i.e., the voltmeter in this case (Figure 7.9(a-ii)). As the force is removed and the oppositely charged films separate, a potential difference is induced between metal 1 and metal 2. When metal 2 contacts metal 3, the circuit is closed and the charges flow from metal 2 to metal 3 to screen the potential difference. $V_{oc}$ keeps increasing until it reaches a maximum value (Figure 7.9(a-iii)). Now, as the top layer is pressed again, the circuit is open once again, continually diminishing $V_{oc}$ in the process (Figure 7.9(a-iv)).

![Figure 7.9](attachment:figure7.9.png)

**Figure 7.9.** (a) Mechanical prototype switch structure and working. (b) Comparison of the open-circuit voltage outputs of a typical TENG and a TENG with prototype switch.
Figure 7.9(b) compares the open-circuit voltages of a PDMS-CNФ based TENG under typical operating condition and under mechanical switching condition. It is seen that voltage output increases at least by a factor 10 due to mechanical switching. With carefully designed switching mechanisms, better results can be obtained. This successfully demonstrates the practical viability of incorporating a switching mechanism in a contact-mode TENG.

7.5 METHODS

7.5.1 Method for switching frequency tests

The switching frequency test set-up schematic is shown in Figure 7.10. A PRS (QRE1113; Fairchild Semiconductor) is calibrated to detect the contact between the two dielectric materials. The PRS output responds to the motion of the movable support using changes in transmissivity of infrared light as the movable support travels from a position of maximum separation \( x(t) = x_{\text{max}} \) to a position of full contact between the dielectric films \( x(t) = 0 \). An Arduino microcontroller is used to read the PRS signal, and trigger the electromagnetic relay at a specified frequency at the occurrence of contact. All voltage measurements are performed using a 10x probe with an oscilloscope having an internal resistance of 1 MΩ. A computer interfaces with the microcontroller, so it can be programmed and with the oscilloscope, so the recorded voltage data can be saved for analysis.
7.5.2 Fabrication of PDMS-CNFS composite film

A polymer solution of 10wt% polyacrylonitrile (PAN) in N,N-Dimethyl Formamide (DMF) is made by weighing the appropriate amounts of the precursor and stirred for 12hrs. The polymer solution is then transferred into a syringe and injected into the electrospinning setup through a stainless-steel needle at a rate of 1.5ml/hr. A potential difference of 15KV is applied between the needle and the rotating cylinder collecting the PAN nanofibers and the distance between the tip of needle and drum is maintained at 15cm. SEM image of the electrospun PAN nanofibers is shown in Figure 7.11(a). Subsequently, the obtained PAN nanofibers were exfoliated from the rotating drum collector and a stabilization heat treatment is done at 200C for 4hrs with a heating rate of 5C/min in air. The stabilized PAN nanofibers were carbonized at 700C for 1hr in argon atmosphere to obtain the carbon nanofibers (CNFs) used to make the PDMS composite. Figure 7.11(b) shows the Raman spectra of the fabricated CNFs in a range of Raman shift from 1000 to 1800 cm\(^{-1}\). The two broad peaks at \(~1369\text{-}1372\) cm\(^{-1}\) (D-Band) and \(~1585 \text{-}1590\) cm\(^{-1}\) (G-
Band) with $R \sim 2.45$ (ID/IG) correspond to an in-plane graphitic crystallite size $L_a = 4.4/R = 1.8\text{nm} - 1.9\text{nm}$ (obtained from Gaussian fitting of the spectra) and are in agreement with those previously reported in literature [149]. The ratio of intensity of the D-band to G-band also determines the electrical conductivity as well as the mechanical properties of the CNF [150, 151]. To make the composite film, a solution of 2.5wt% CNFs in PDMS base (Sylgard 184, Tow Corning) is mixed homogeneously using a magnetic stirrer, and the curing agent is then added such that the base to curing agent are in a 10:1 ratio (w/w). This solution is stirred, coated on a glass slide, and degassed. After curing, the PDMS-CNF composite film is peeled off.

**Figure 7.11.** (a) SEM image of electrospun polyacrylonitrile (PAN) nanofibers. (b) Raman spectra of carbon nanofibers (CNFs).

### 7.5.3 Fabrication of PDMS film with microdome structures

This is discussed in section 6.2.1, and is repeated here. PLGA polymer resin (85:15) is first dissolved in chloroform (3 wt. %) and then coated on Cu foil to a uniform thickness using a doctor blade. The Cu foil with the PLGA thin film is then dipped in a chloroform-methanol mixture (volume ratio of 17/3) for 2s and extracted, forming a template with well-ordered
microwell patterns on its surface. PDMS elastomer mixture (Sylgard 184, Tow Corning) with a 10:1 ratio (w/w) of the base and the curing agent is stirred and coated on the PLGA template fabricated above, and degassed. After curing at room temperature, the PDMS film with microdome structures is carefully peeled off. Acetone is used to dissolve any residue of PLGA.

7.6 SUMMARY

A new approach for mechanical energy harvesting has been demonstrated, wherein a switch is incorporated in a TENG. It has been shown that under synchronous switching condition, i.e., when the switching frequency is the same as the contact-separation frequency of the TENG, the output energy is enhanced by over a factor of two and the optimum load resistance is lowered, from megaohms to ohms. This is shown to be true for TENGs made using three different types of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) based films – (a) bare PDMS film, (b) microdome patterned PDMS film, and (c) PDMS-CNF composite film, thus demonstrating versatility of the approach. Practical viability of the approach is demonstrated by charging a commercial capacitor and using the stored charge to light up three LEDs. In addition, a TENG integrated with a mechanical prototype switch is successfully fabricated and tested. This approach thus offers tremendous potential for development of new designs and applications across all operating mode of TENGs.
8.0 FUTURE WORK

In this work, the potential of using triboelectric effect to harvest energy from respiratory motion in a non-invasive manner, is identified. The challenges of harvesting from irregular, low frequency, and low force motions have been studied, and the advantages of using a TENG over classical energy harvesting techniques have been demonstrated. The TENG technology has improved significantly since its first report by ZL Wang’s group in 2012. However, low current output of TENGs due to their high inherent impedance remains a great challenge. It is well-known that selecting appropriate charging materials and modifying surface characteristics are effective ways of enhancing the triboelectric charge density, and thereby the current output. While impactful research efforts continue in this direction, there is still a lot of scope for improvement in TENG device structures that can be instrumental in reducing impedance.

The research-to-practice path of TENG involves moving knowledge gained from basic sciences to its application. This translational path is a continuous process. With the overarching theme of further improving output and wearability of the respiratory harvester, and its effectiveness as a self-powered respiration sensor, future research work could be conducted in the following directions:

- Integrating a synchronous switch mechanism in the wREH
- Exploring new designs to improve wearability, particularly fabric-based approaches
- Correlating the output signal from the harvester with a spirogram
APPENDIX A

A.1 CONCEPT GENERATION AND SELECTION

Table 8.1 presented here shows several respiratory energy harvester concepts based on contact-separation that were generated along with some of their potential drawbacks/advantages. In this work, the lever mechanism concept was selected for further development based on its simple and effective design. This concept is #5 in the table below and chapter 6.0 discusses its development in detail.

Table 8.1. Illustrations of respiratory energy harvester concepts along with their potential advantages(A)/disadvantages(D)

#1 Concave substrate based triboelectric generator (TG)

![Diagram of Concave Substrate Based Triboelectric Generator (TG)]
Table 8.1 (continued)

- A: (i) multiple elements can increase effective contact area
- D: (i) a large non-compliant surface may be inconvenient to wear; (ii) The motion is not uniform throughout the abdominal surface, and not the same for all humans. So, the gap in the TG elements should be custom-designed.

#2 Skin-based TG

A: (i) reduces design and fabrication complexity
D: (i) a large non-compliant surface may be inconvenient to wear; (ii) As discussed in section 6.2, the charge generation process in a TG is significantly affected by humidity. Therefore, with direct skin contact, this design is more vulnerable to humidity.

#3 Vertical contact-separation with a gear assembly

A: (i) amplifies contact force and (ii) contact area
• D: (i) relatively a complex structure to fabricate; (ii) may be cumbersome to wear; (iii) gear mechanism may add extra resistance during respiration

#4 Vertical contact-separation

• A: (i) high wearability; (ii) increases effective contact area; (iii) frequency multiplication*

• D: (i) track design may be complex as the motion is not exactly linear

#5 Angular contact-separation - Lever mechanism

• A: (i) high wearability; (ii) increases effective contact area; (iii) amplifies separation; (v) frequency multiplication*; (vi) potentially more sensitive to motion; (vii) ease of fabrication

• D: (i) bearings failure
*Note: The zig-zig TG (referred to as the accordion-like structure in chapter 6.0) has a frequency multiplication effect, which also helps in enhancing the output of the generator. A proof-of-concept test was conducted with a TG made with nominally flat polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polyimide film, having an additional third layer placed in between. The third layer has a PET film with attached electrode on one side facing the polyimide film, while a polyimide film with attached electrode is on the other side facing the PET film. As expected, two peaks are observed in a single contact-separation cycle – one at intermediate contact, and the second at full contact (see figure below).


